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Other Va. colleges have faculty voice on board 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
senior writer 
While JMU officials have said 
state law must be changed to 
allow for a faculty representative 
on the Board of Visitors, other 
Virginia public schools already 
have representative faculty 
members on their boards. 
Mary Washington College, 
Longwood College and Virginia 
Tech all have some sort of 
faculty representation on their 
Board of Visitors. 
Mary Washington and 
Longwood's faculty elect their 
faculty representative, and the 
president of Virginia Tech's 
Faculty Senate is the official 
representative to its board. 
JMU's faculty have petitioned 
the JMU Board of Visitors to 
seek permission for an elected 
non-voting faculty representative 
to the JMU board. 
Fred Hilton, JMU director of 
media relations, said state law 
must be changed in order to have 
a faculty member of the board, 
even if the member is a non- 
voting representative. 
Hilton said that the 
representatives at Mary 
Washington and Longwood are 
not the same as the student 
representatives allowed by state 
law on college boards. JMU 
already has a similar position in 
that Dr. Robert Jerome, speaker 
of the Faculty Senate, is invited 
to every board meeting to speak 
on behalf of the faculty, he said. 
The board itself has no power 
to allow for a faculty 
representative, and the governor 
must appoint all members, 
according to Hilton. 
Betty Jolly, a member of the 
JMU Board of Visitors from 
Harrisonburg, said the issue is a 
matter of public policy and is the 
responsibility of the Va. General 
Assembly. 
Jolly said more analysis is 
necessary to see how any faculty 
representation may be possible, 
but the decision lies with the 
General Assembly. 
But English professor Joan 
Frederick has been looking at the 
statutes pertaining to college and 
university Boards of Visitors and 
has found no statute that says 
there cannot be a non-voting 
faculty representative. 
The law does state that all 
members to the Board of Visitors 
must   be   appointed   by   the 
governor, but the law does not 
make any such specification for 
representatives, whether they be 
faculty, students or graduates on 
the board. A representative is 
unable to attend executive 
sessions of the board or vote on 
board matters. 
But there is a specific statute 
that allows for a student 
representative on the Board of 
Visitors, although some schools 
had student representatives 
before the law was passed. With 
or without a specific statute, the 
faculty at JMU want a 
representative of their own on the 
Board of Visitors. 
"We want the same privilege 
the students have," Frederick 
said. 
Andrew Ferrari, a member of 
the JMU board, said getting 
approval for a representative of 
the faculty may be different than 
obtaining a new voting member. 
The board is looking at the 
statutory requirements, Ferrari 
said. 
Mary Washington College has 
had a non-voting faculty 
representative to its Board of 
Visitors for six or seven years, 
according to its current faculty 
representative. 
Christopher Bill, a professor of 
psychology at Mary Washington, 
just began his one-year term to 
the Mary Washington Board of 
Visitors. 
"The representative is not a 
member appointed by the 
governor, but he does represent 
the faculty," Bill said. 
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Council tables motion to dissolve first-year seminar 
VP asks council to approve 'aggressive' ideas 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
news editor 
Freshman seminar was given a slight 
reprieve Thursday when the James 
Madison University Coucil voted 
unanimously to table the motion 
concerning the dissolution of the course 
for one month. 
The motion had been forwarded to the 
council by the Undergraduate Studies 
Commission from their Nov. 2 meeting, 
which resulted in a 10-6-1 vote to 
eliminate the seminar. 
But JMU President Ronald Carrier 
wrote a letter to Dr. Jack Armistead, dean 
of the College of Letters and Sciences, 
stating that if Armistead could find 
resources and staffing for the seminar, the 
course would be kept. 
Armistead has since been polling 
faculty to determine whether or not 
survival of the seminar is feasible, and Dr. 
David Jeffery, head of the English 
department, reported that the results would 
be available in about two weeks. 
Jeffery, who sat in for Armistead at the 
meeting, told the council members that he 
would move to table the resolution to 
dissolve if it came up for a vote in order to 
give Armistead time to finish his polling. 
Dr. Julius Roberson, dean of the 
College of Health and Human Services, 
then moved to table the resolution. 
Roberson had been the member of the 
Undergraduate Studies Commission to call 
for dissolution rather than consideration of 
the First-Year Seminar Revision Proposal. 
The majority of time at Thursday's 
meeting was spent discussing the motion 
to decrease the number of credit hours 
needed for graduation from 128 to 120, 
also forwarded to the council by 
Undergraduate Studies. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president for 
academic affairs and chair of the 
commission, said that along with the 
motion to reduce credit hours, she 
requested that the council approve, at least 
in concept, the move to have 50 percent of 
students' course loads come from upper 
level offerings. 
"This is aggressive compared to other 
institutions," Oberst said of the proposed 
curriculum. "It's a way of giving us some 
flexibility . . . elasticity so that we can 
move forward." 
Although Oberst said that the motion 
would not go into effect until it had been 
discussed by the commission, she wanted 
to have the concept approved. 
"If the motion is passed," she said, "my 
intent as chief academic officer is to 
convene a committee of faculty, primarily 
of faculty advisers, students and 
administrators to determine what it means 
to students presently at JMU." 
Oberst was asked about the proposed 
50-50 split in credit hour composition, and 
said that it promoted "a demanding 
curriculum." 
The minimum number of 120 credit 
hours would be applied to all students 
beginning with the 1994-95 academic 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Vice President Bethany Oberst and Associate Kinesiology Professor John 
Haynes discussed liberal studies changes at the council meeting Thursday. 
year, regardless of catalog year. 
Oberst outlined the potential makeup of 
the liberal studies programs and said that 
between 30 and 40 hours would be the 
maximum, and she assured the council 
that the liberal studies curriculum would 
continue to adhere to all accreditation 
standards. 
The final changes for the 1995-96 
catalog are up for review in September 
1994, and Oberst said that any requests for 
changes or any other petitions should be 
presented to her office. 
Dr. Gary Shaffer, associate professor of 
early and middle education, sat in for Dr. 
Jerry Benson, dean of the College of 
Education and Psychology, and said that 
the eight-hour reduction would most likely 
come from electives. 
The motion to accept the 120 hours and 
the concept of a 50-50 split passed 
unanimously. The Undergraduate Studies 
Commission will reconsider the concept. 
Also at the meeting: 
• Dr. Dorothy Boyd-Rush, dean of the 
graduate school, asked for approval of 
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Wampler's 
great lair 
A construction worker 
peers out of a window 
through the maze of 
scaffolding surrounding the 
Wampler Hall work site. 
Construction is projected 
to be completed In January. 
The Office of Residence 
Life accepted Interest 
surveys from residents who 
want to transfer to the new 
hall. Interested students 
will receive lottery numbers 
In early December. 
CRAJG NEWMAN 
Board  
continued from page 1 
Bill said the faculty petitioned the board 
to have a representative to the board in the 
same capacity as a student representative, 
Bill said. After much discussion, Mary 
Washington's Board of Visitors decided to 
allow for the faculty representative. 
Bette Harris, a professor of health and 
physical education at Longwood, is in her 
second year as the non-voting faculty 
representative to the Board of Visitors. 
Harris estimated that Longwood has 
had such representation on its board for 
about 10 years. 
"When there is an issue that is pertinent 
and important to the faculty, I am given 
the opportunity to speak," Harris said. 
David de Wolf, a professor of electrical 
engineering at Virginia Tech, is president 
of the school's Faculty Senate. 
For the about the last three years, de 
Wolf said, the president of the Faculty 
Senate has been invited to be an ex officio 
Council- 
continued from page 1 
member of the Board of Visitors and an ex 
officio member of the board's financial 
and audit committee. 
"I am invited to sit at the table with the 
board," de Wolf said. "We asked the board 
to allow this so that the faculty could have 
input on things regarding the community 
and to have communication back to the 
faculty." 
Robert Zulandi, a member of the JMU 
Board of Visitors from Oakton, said he 
understands the concern of the entire 
population of JMU over university 
governance, but has not yet made an 
opinion on board faculty representation. 
Jolly said the board's role at JMU is to 
examine the long-term needs of the 
university, and the issue of faculty 
representation will be discussed. 
"The board will of course examine 
this," Jolly said. "It will be examined 
within the framework of the other long- 
term needs of the university." 
four proposals, three of which passed 
unanimously and without discussion. 
The fourth proposal concerned students 
in the school administration program. 
Boyd-Rush said the proposal entailed 
allowing students to receive their degree 
prior to their field internship experience. 
Dr. John Palmer, associate professor of 
hotel and restaurant management, 
questioned the proposal as to whether 
there would be any accountability for the 
students actually doing the field work. 
Boyd-Rush said that while the student 
would have a degree from JMU, state 
licensure would not happen until the 
internship had been completed. The 
motion passed unanimously, but with one 
abstention. 
• Dr. Linwood Rose, who chaired the 
meeting in Carrier's absence, gave his 
report on the Campus Planning 
Commission.   Rose   said   that   the 
commission toured Wampler Hall at its 
last meeting, and that the dorm is still 
scheduled to open beginning January IS, 
1994. 
• Brenda Hankey, general manager of 
WMRA and adviser to WXJM, gave her 
report on the Commission on Community. 
She said that community forums 
involving students, faculty and staff 
concerning restructuring were scheduled 
to take place in March, beginning with 
information on the bulletin board of the 
VAX. 
Dr. John Haynes, associate professor of 
kinesiology, suggested that the forums be 
moved up in the semester so that more 
input could be received. 
• Josh Pringle, Student Government 
Association president, said the SGA is 
looking into a way to expedite the 
academic grievance process, in order to 
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News 
Justice department rejects VMI plan 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
senior writer 
Virginia Military Institute may have to 
break a 154-year-old, all-male admissions 
policy and admit women by next fall. 
Last Monday, the U.S. Justice 
Department criticized the stale's plan to 
keep women from being admitted to VMI 
by offering an alternative leadership 
program for women at Mary Baldwin 
College in Slaunton. 
MBC, an all-women's school, is a 
private liberal arts college about 30 miles 
north of VMI. 
The alternative VMI program for 
women has been dubbed the Virginia 
Women's Institute for Leadership. Under 
the plan, women would lake ROTC 
classes at MBC from VMI instructors, and 
they would also be allowed to use some 
VMI facilities. 
The program would be funded through 
a $5.4 million VMI Foundation 
endowment. 
The Justice Department has asked a 
Roanokc federal court to order that this 
plan not be enacted, requiring women to 
be admitted into the Lexington VMI 
facilities by next fall. 
"They [Justice Department officials) are 
not going to be happy until they see a 154- 
year tradition go down the drain," third- 
year cadet David Griffin said. 
A federal court hearing has been 
scheduled for Jan. 6, 1994 to rule on 
VMI's proposal and the Justice 
Department's response. The Justice 
Department originally filed suit in March 
1990, attempting to 
admit women to 
VMI. 
According to a 





would not require 
the female students 





admitted |lo VMI|, 
then they wouldn't 
be treated the same," Griffin said. 
According to the article, the strict, 
traditional VMI honor code and the same 
class system would not be implemented at 
MBC. The alternative program would not 
offer the first-year cadet rat line, which is 
similar to a Marine-type boot camp. 
"Overall, the rat line builds a lot of 
character. It makes you appreciate a lot of 
the little things in life, like sleep and 
privacy," third-year cadet Jimmy Damcron 
said. He said he feels the rat line is a 
beneficial part of the VMI educational 
experience. 
Griffin said, "We were presented with 
three opportunities, 
and VMI went along 





just comes in and 
slams the door in our 
lace." 
Most cadets arc 
concerned about the 
Justice Department's 
decision, but it is so 
recent that no one 
has said much about 
it, he added. 
Damcron said 
he feels that the ultimate decision will not 
affect his military education at VMI, 
because he will probably graduate before 
any radical changes occur. 
MBC sophomore Nancy Poloniiza said 
she believes that most of her fellow 
students are against VMI's proposal. 
"It really won't affect us. There isn't 
going to be an influx of girls wanting to be 
in   a   military-type  program   here," 
Poloniiza said. 
Currently, MBC does not have an 
ROTC program, she added. 
JMU senior Amy Wan. a member of 
Equal, a JMU women's right group, feels 
that because VMI is state-supported, then 
women should have equal opportunities of 
access to the VMI facilities. 
"Society has been dominated by men, 
and VMI has been representative of that," 
she said. "I feel it needs to change." 
Both Va. Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and 
Gov.-clccl George Allen support VMI's 
alternative plan for women at MBC. 
In a similar case at The Citadel in 
Charleston, S.C., a woman continues to 
challenge the all-male admissions policy. 
Shannon Faulkner's lawyers contend that 
The Citadel's 151-year-old, all-male 
admissions policy is unconstitutional. 
In a ruling upheld Wednesday by the 
court of appeals in Richmond, Faulkner is 
allowed to attend day classes at The 
Citadel. 
However, Fualkner is not allowed to 
participate in The Citadel's military 
program until her lawsuit is completely 
resolved. 
The appeals court judges found the 
damage of keeping Faulkner out of classes 
outweighed any potential damage to The 
Citadel. 
Racism not just blatant attacks 
Jane Elliott addresses students on racism, stereotypes 
by Joelle Bartoe 
contributing writer 
More than 1,000 students 
learned that Band-aids, pantyhose 
and white Americans could be 
considered racist last Thursday. 
Speaker Jane Elliott presented 
her views on racism to almost a 
full house in Wilson Hall 
auditorium in her presentation, 
"The Eye of the Storm." 
Elliott, who has appeared on 
the "Oprah Winfrey Show" and 
"Donahue," is the creator of the 
famed brown-eyed, blue-eyed 
experiment. She developed this 
experiment years ago to 
demonstrate the harmful aspects 
of racism for her third grade class 
when she separated the class 
according to brown and blue 
eyes. 
Rather than perform her 
experiment on her audience, she 
presented her views about the 
ignorance of racism and the 
inevitability of all U. S. citizens 
to be racist. 
Dan Jasper, University 
Program Board publications 
chairman, said that more than 
1,200 tickets were reserved for 
Elliott's performance. Last year, 
the event was held in the Phillips 
Hall Ballroom and UPB was 
FILE PHOTO 
Jane Elliott 
forced to turn away about 700 
people. 
Jasper said UPB members 
knew that die turnout for Elliott's 
speech this year would be just as 
large, if not larger, than last 
year's. 
"We knew that the message 
that she sends is not only 
valuable," Jasper said, "but we 
knew that her popularity was not 
decreasing." 
Elliott called on two audience 
members, a white female and 
black male, to join her and then 
asked the rest of the audience to 
compare such qualities as height, 
gender, age and skin color to 
differentiate the three people. 
"You do not see a difference in 
race here, folks," she said. "We 
are all members of the same race. 
The human race. What 
difference are you talking about 
here? Skin color." 
Elliott said simple objects such 
as flesh-colored crayons, band- 
aids and nude pantyhose are 
objects of "blatant racism." 
She encouraged everyone to 
take part in ridding the society of 
such objects and said, "You can 
make a difference, people. 
"You need to know that 
judging people on the basis of the 
color of their skin is not human 
nature. You are not born a racist. 
You arc conditioned to be a racist 
by this racist society. You learn 
to be a racist and you can unlearn 
to be a racist. Just give it up." 
In response to audience 
questions regarding racism by 
black people, Elliott said, 'There 
is no such animal." 
"You can't blame 99 percent 
of the problem on 11 percent of 
the population. It's a white 
problem. While folks are taught 
to react negatively towards 
people of color." 
According to Elliott, racism in 
today's society is worse now that 
it has been for several years. 
RACISM page 11 
Race relations at JMU 
come under fire based 
on speaker, incident 
by Joelle Bartoe 
contributing writer 
A recent article about an 
alleged assault on campus and 
Jane Elliott's Thursday night 
presentation, "The Eye of the 
Storm," spurred a lot of 
questions and controversies 
regarding race relations at 
JMU. 
Elliott, a national speaker on 
race relations, said that college 
campuses have gone from "bad 
to worse" regarding the 
presence of racism. 
"Kids, freshmen in college 
have had 12 years of education 
in which they were taught to 
deny that there is racism." 
Freshman David 
Lowenstcin, known as D-Tour 
on WXJM's new talk radio 
show "What's Going On?," 
introduced Elliott on Thursday 
night and presented some of his 
own ideas about racism. 
"When I see the black 
students sitting over here and 
the white students over here, I 
ask myself, 'What's going on?' 
If we can't come together now. 
we're in serious trouble later 
on down the road." 
Lowenstcin said he feels 
that to improve the race 
relations at JMU, people need 
to start taking a more active 
role in discussing race 
problems in today's society. 
"1 believe in true 
integration," Lowenstcin said. 
"People having pride and 
knowing of their own culture 
and sharing that pride with 
each other." 
Lowenstcin recommends 
students begin taking 
multicultural classes. He says 
a required course in race and 
ethnic relations would he a 
positive step toward ending 
racism. 
Verta Maloncy, president 
of the Black Student Alliance, 
said she also thinks that 
students need to lake multi- 
cultural classes. 
"I think JMU has a far way 
to go," Maloncy said. "People 
are not encouraged to take 
classes that deviate from the 
norm." 
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5:30 - 10   $9.95 Week - Not open 
11:30-8   $6.95    ™*£**°« 
$1.00 OFF during Listed Buffet Hours 
With This Coupon 
Expires 11/30/93 Does not include lunch buffet 
1588 S. Main St Harrisonburg, VA 22801     434-3003 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS   94 
SKI CANADA 
PARTY IN THE SNOW ! 






Holiday Book Fair 
December 1-3 
* 
20% off all general books... 
...Including those In our holiday catalog 
20% Off all special order books (excluding course books) 
...Most books ordered by Dec. 3 will be received prior 
to the holidays 
20% off all decorative calendars 
•Holiday CD's and cassettes 
"Large selection of maps and travel guides 
•Mystery game* and puzzles for that unique gift 
•Special selection of sale books priced to $14.99 
-Refreshments served- 
-Free gift wrap- 
Six drawings daily for gifts and books including: 
Michael Jordan's fiamM 
Heritage of America Cookbook 
JMU's Then and Now 
Cyclists Guide to Shenandpah Valley 
* 
Store bawi: 
MamUjr A WedMtdajr. «u-7pa 
Tuetday, Thyrtdtj, Friday: tan-Spm 
SatBrday:  !!>■■ <paa 
Vita Maitercard Flex * 
UPB and Three Credit Productions 
Proudly Present 
THE DAVE MATTHEWS BAND 
with special guest TIM  REYNOLDS 
NOVEMBER 29, 1993   8:OOPM 
Wilson Hall — James Madison University 
Tickets: $5.00 advance 
$7.00 at door 
Available at: 
Warren Hall Box Office 
Town & Campus Records & 
Disc Jockey Music Store 
On Sale Nov. 5 
UyJB YOishcs €veryone a 









•STAND BY M 
•A CHRISTMAS S 
HOUDAY TOY DRIVE Coming SoonS 
The University Program Board is 
sponsoring a holiday toy drive in 
conjuction with Holiday Week x93, 
Dec. 6-10. Start getting in the 
holiday spirit and think of things to 
donate: old/new toys, clothes, etc, 
More info to come soon 
■iOTUNE X4UPBJ 
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JMU priorities questioned by survey 
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Perceptions show 
students like food, 
don't like to study 
by Lisa Denny & Pam Weyers 
 contributing writers 
As students begin burying themselves 
in their books for the end-of-semester 
crunch, a new college guide reports that 
for most JMU students, studying is not a 
top priority. 
Villard Books has recently released a 
new college guide called The Princeton 
Review Student Access Guide — The Best 
286 Colleges. The book was based on 
40,000 student evaluations from the top 
colleges and universities in the nation. 
The Princeton Review conducted the 
random poll made up of 70 multiple- 
choice questions about academics, 
administration and campus life. 
The tallied results placed JMU at 
number 16 in the category of college 
students who study the least. 
Freshman Lisa Kilday said she agrees 
with the survey. "Personally, I work hard, 
but overall, people tend to focus more on 
non-academic subjects." 
In a press release, the guide was 
considered by USA Today as one "that 
doesn't follow a textbook approach to 
college life." 
Although studying didn't top the list, 
the guide ranked JMU number 10 for the 
best college food. Of the JMU students 
surveyed in that poll, ninety percent 
agreed with the rating. 
"The food is a lot better than at the 
other schools I have visited, and there's 
always something to eat that you'll like," 
freshman Trish Mannion said. "You're not 
going to go hungry, that's for sure." 
The book also covers the universities' 
admissions policies, financial aid 
information, college life, extracurricular 
E AT GOOD OL' JM« 
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•CAMPUS IS BEAUTIFUL 
•ADMINISTRATION (OVERALL 




activities and social scenes. 
"From what I've heard, by and large, 
the results were pretty good," publicist 
Jeanne Krier said about the whether the 
results of the surveys truly reflected JMU. 
Academically, JMU was rated 81st. 
According to the survey, students believe 
the school is "reasonably-priced," has a 
diverse student body and has professors 
who are accessible to their students. The 
problems students cited were class 
registration and a lack of courses offered. 
Student life had a high rating as the 
guide noted that there are more than 200 
clubs and activities at JMU. 
It also added that fraternities play a 
central but not overwhelming role at JMU. 
"As a freshman, it's harder if you're not 
Greek, but as the year goes on, you meet 
more people and it doesn't matter as 
much," freshman Kari Baker said. 
But JMU students themselves received 
a superb rating. "Everyone is relatively 
positive and extremely outgoing and 
actively involved in their own education," 
the survey said. 
Carrier addresses 
restructuring as 
being a necessity 
by Jennifer Overman 
 asst. news editor  
President Ronald Carrier addressed 
the JMU community by mail last 
Monday to explain what events led to 
the current restructuring plans and to 
share how they have been developed. 
In September 1992, Gov. L. Douglas 
Wilder said that if the colleges did not 
change themselves, the state 
government would dictate changes 
because the public's perception of 
higher education was that it was 
"inefficient" and had "not adjusted its 
methods of operation," Carrier said. 
The JMU Board of Visitors then 
gave him a mandate to restructure JMU 
in collaboration with the faculty to 
make it more efficient, he said. Carrier 
explained some of the plans at the 
General Faculty Meeting in August and 
at a Faculty Senate meeting in October. 
Carrier wrote that while he and 
many deans have sought ideas through 
open forums and committees, there 
have been few responses. The ones 
they have received dealt primarily 
with decision-making and governance. 
Some of the suggestions include 
giving more autonomy to the colleges, 
modifying the liberal studies program 
and eliminating "non-productive 
courses" and half of JMU's 
committees, he wrote. 
An ad hoc council has been 
established to advise Carrier and the 
Administrative Council. 
Carrier concluded the letter by 
explaining that the "overriding 
motivation" for change is to enable the 
faculty to teach more effectively and to 
improve students' education. 
Carrier encouraged those who are 
against these restructuring ideas to 
offer other solutions to the problems. 
Officials hopeful about funding despite state's response 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
news editor 
While numbers handed down from the state concerning 
the College of Integrated Science and Technology and 
computer-assisted learning were about half of their 
request, JMU officials remain positive about funding. 
"JMU was one of only three schools in the state that 
had their U-21 initiative funded," Senior Vice President 
Linwood Rose said. "Obviously we would be happy if we 
had not been cut, but no one ever expects that would 
happen." 
The State Council of Higher Education for Virginia 
handed down tentative numbers Wednesday for the 
requested budget allotments concerning CISAT and 
computer-assisted learning, but Rose said that the 
numbers may not be totally accurate. 
SCHEV recommended that JMU receive about $6 
million of the total $13.5 million requested, but Rose said 
that the numbers may be a little deceiving at this point 
Rose said that the state had divided the JMU request 
into two separate categories, and that more money toward 
the request could be coming from the state. Rose said that 
money for the academic programs and money for the 
buildings had been factored separately by the state. When 
JMU sent its request to the state. Rose said they factored 
the money as one entity. 
Some of the differences between requested funding and 
recommendations could be trimmed when the final 
allocations are given by the state, according to Rose. 
SCHEV recommended that CISAT be given $5.4 
million for the next two academic years. 
"It speaks well for the program," he said. "We will 
work to get more money for CISAT but also try to get 
more into the base budget. 
"What this says is that they value the program and that 
we have come up with a good way to deal with the 
expected enrollment increases. Also, that we are ahead of 
other institutions in how we're addressing potential 
problems." 
The state has projected an influx of 68,000 students in 
Virginia colleges and universities by the end of the 
century, 3,500 of which are anticipated to enroll at JMU. 
The money allocated to JMU for computer-assisted 
learning came as result of equal distribution of the 
resource pie by the state, according to Rose. 
In a "fairly equitable distribution," according to Rose, 
the state issued JMU $564,000 for computer-assisted 
learning, in which foreign language and business labs 
will be the initial beneficiaries. 
JMU had requested $1 million for 1994-95 and 
$481,000 for 1995-% for computer-assisted learning. 
The "U-21 initiative" was started by former Va. Gov. 
Gerald Baliles' Commission on the University of the 21st 
Century. The expected total for statewide distribution in 
the U-21 programs in the next biennium is $27.8 million. 
JMU is projected to receive 21 percent of that, according 
to SCHEV. 
SCHEV recommendations 
for 1994-96 biennium 
FOR CISAT: 
1994-95 
JMU asked for $4.3 million; 
SCHEV recommended $2.1 million 
1995-96 
JMU asked for $7.7 million; 
SCHEV recommended $3.3 million 
FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED LEARNING: 
1994-95 
JMU asked for $1 million; 
SCHEV recommended $276,000 
1995-96 
JMU asked for $481,000; 
SCHEV recommended $288,000 
Source: State Council of Higher Education 
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Where music lives 
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Monday Madness - 
Rockin' Daddies 
featuring Bennie Dodd 
9 pm showing 
Tuesday - 
6ister Marj Morphine 








HARD ROCK BY HBURCS 
ORIGINAL BAD BOYS 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Ch. 19. Call 433-TUNE 
concert information 24 hrs. a day. All shows start at 10 or 10:30! 
TASTY 
SIRLOIN '• 
TIPS      I 
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AMDKAI TAMat fnAKNOUIC- 
Takc a break from 
holiday shopping... 
and from spending too 
much money. Enjoy 
tender sirloin tips, 
grilled over an open 
flame, and smothered 










*4th night option available, Jan. 5 
png 
Where else can you have as much fun on a macaroni 
and cheese budget than during Snowshoe's InterCollegiate Ski 
Week. This special package gives students 33% savings on 3 or 
4 day/night packages. Plus! A 'Welcome Aboard Party', NAS- 
TAK clinic and race tickets, 50% savings on group ski lessons, 
discounted rates on ski rentals and outrageous live entertain- 
ment throughout the week. 
Be certain to urnout 'til Saturday for the 'Winter 
Break Fest' sponsored by budweiser & Dannon yogurt...fun 
races, a huge party, games and prizes for all. 
So, plan now to BREAK for Snowshoe, and experience 
some of the best fun and skiing in the East! 
\nowsboc 
For Reservations Call 304-572-5252 
lltf'fc&'^.^'Ssffldf'V 
World News 
Packwood may resign after 
FBI subpoena for Me diaries 
WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob 
Packwood, (R-Orc), i$ cootidering 
resigning in the face of a Senate ethics 
committee probe into allegations of 
sexual misconduct against him, the 
senator's attorney said Friday. 
Meanwhile, FBI agents served 
Packwood with a subpoena Friday 
afternoon to obtain his personal diaries, 
which were requested by the ethics 
committee after it discovered what its 
chairman described as information 
about "possible" criminal violations. 
According to sources, the Justice 
Department acted so swiftly out of 
concern that Packwood would resign 
before the ethics committee obtained a 
subpoena for the diaries and possibly 
destroy the diaries. Destruction of the 
materials while under Justice 
Department subpoena could constitute 
obstruction of justice. 
— LA. Tlmas/WaaMngton Post 
news service 
N   E   W   S   F    I    L   El 
Officials in CIA anti-drug unit 
accused of smuggling drugs 
WASHINGTON  —  The  Justice 
Department is investigating allegations 
that officers of a Venezuelan anti-drug 
unit funded by the Central Intelligence 
Agency smuggled over 2,000 pounds of 
cocime into the United States with the 
knowledge of LI A officials between 
1990 and 1991, said informed sources. 
The inquiry established that two CIA 
officers based in Caracas, Venezuela, 
tacitly approved at least some drug 
shipments, believing they were pan of a 
legitimate undercover investigation by 
the Venezuelan anti-drug squad. 
Dave Christian, a CIA spokesman, 
said an inspector general's investigation 
found "there was no evidence of 
criminal wrongdoing" by CIA officials. 
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Spend it       Invest it    Pay off debt 
CHRIS CAMERA 
Senate passes Brady bill, 63 to 36 
WASHINGTON — After a day of 
negotiation, the Senate resurrected the 
"Brady bill" and passed it, approving a 
slightly modified version of a bill that 
imposes a nationwide wailing period of 
five business days for handgun purchases. 
The compromise keeps the major 
provisions of the bill but provides the 
wailing period be phased out after four 
years, unless the attorney general extends 
it for 12 months, instead of the flat live 
years called for in the version thai passed 
the House. The Senate vole was 63 to 36. 
The measure — named after James 
Brady, the former While House press 
secretary who was seriously wounded in 
the 1981 assassination aticmpi against 
President Ronald Reagan — had been 
stalled since late Friday when supporters 
failed by three voles to break a 
Republican-led filibuster. 
Throughout the day, pressure mounted 
on Republicans not to allow ihc Senate to 
adjourn without passing the measure. 
Public support for the bill is high and ii 
has the almost unanimous backing of law 
enforcement. 
"This is a significant action," said 
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell 
(D-Mainc). But the bill's chief sponsor in 
the House, Rep. Charles Schumer (D- 
N.Y.), said that while the Senate's action 
was "a great step," he added, "The House 
is going to have to clear up the debris [of 
added Senate provisions)." 
After the Senate failed to break the 
filibuster Friday, some proponents accused 
a "small group of extremists" of holding 
the bill hosiagc and predicted opponents 
would pay a political price at home. Bui 
there also was some Monday-morning 
disputes about the legislative strategy of 
steering the bill to passage. 
Both supporters and opponents contend 
the bill is special because ii is named after 
Brady. 
Brady, his wife Sarah and the handgun 
control lobby lhat has pushed for this 
measure since ihc mid-1980s wanted a 
separate hill instead of attaching it to die 
$22-billion crime package. 
"It was a miscalculation," said Sen. 
Paul Simon (D-lll.), a supporter of the 
Brady bill. "We could have done it in ihc 
crime bill." 
"As a strategic matter, rarely do you 
forgo an opportunity to attach your piece 
of legislation to something that's headed 
for the president's desk," said an aide to 
Sen. Howard Mctzenbaum (D-Ohio), ihc 
Senate sponsor of the Brady bill who 
favored attaching it to the crime package. 
He and other Democrats also said 
Republicans would be making a "political 
mistake" by not allowing the bill to be 
brought up before Congress adjourns. 
The Bradys and their House proponents 
tried lo turn up the heat on opposing 
lawmakers by calling for the Senate lo 
slay in session until a bill was passed. 
"How many children must die while the 
Senate runs away for Thanksgiving?" 
Schumer said. 
At a news conference, the Bradys and 
Schumer focused ihcir criticism on Senate 
Minority Leader Robert Dole (R-Kan.), 
who two years ago was co-aulhor of a 
bipartisan version of the Brady hill lhat 
passed with 67 votes. The Bradys said the 
holidays would be a lime when more 
children and law enforcement officials 
would be at risk of gun violence 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
NAFTA wins new congressional support as Senate approves pact 
WASHINGTON — The North American 
Free Trade Agreement won final 
congressional approval Saturday as the 
Senate joined the House in approving the 
pact, climaxing months of bitter debate 
lhat split Democrats and gave President 
Clinton the biggest bipartisan victory of 
his first year in office. 
The historic trade agreement was put on 
track for implementation in January after 
the Senate resolved an impasse over 
funding a $1.1 billion extension of 
emergency unemployment benefits that 
expired last month and sent the benefits 
bill to the House for passage next week. 
The Senate approved NAFTA by a vole 
of 61 to 38 — giving the pact a bigger 
share of the vote than the more closely 
divided House did Nov. 17, when the pact 
passed its critical test by a bipartisan vote 
of 234 to 200 in that chamber. 
The agreement — uniting the United 
States, Canada and Mexico into the 
world's largest free-trade zone — was 
approved in the Senate by a similar 
bipartisan coalition of 27 Democrats and 
34 Republicans. Voting against it were 28 
Democrats and 10 Republicans. Both 
Virginia senators supported the agreement 
Unlike the House, where Clinton and 
his allies came from behind lo wipe out a 
big early lead for the antf-NAFTA forces 
after intense lobbying, the Senate had been 
solidly in the NAFTA camp for weeks. 
But senators on both sides made 
arguments lhat echoed major themes of 
the House debate: whether the pact would 
create more American jobs by expanding 
exports or cost jobs that would be moved 
to Mexico due to lower labor costs there. 
NAFTA, which will take effect Jan. 1, 
1994, will eliminate all tariffs on trade 
involving the United Slates, Canada and 
Mexico Over the next IS years, allowing 
goods and services to move freely among 
ihc three nations. 
Eliminating U.S. tariffs would cost the 
Treasury $3 billion over five years. The 
administration will offset the loss through 
faster collection of payroll taxes, a $1.50 
increase in customs fees paid by travelers 
entering the U.S. and spending cuts. 
The United States and Mexico would 
establish an $8 billion program to clean up 
pollution along their shared border as part 
of the pact. Side agreements to NAFTA, 
demanded by Clinton, would impose labor 
and environmental standards. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
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Campus News 
Alpha Phi Alpha to collect money for 
American Red Cross from JMU community 
Alpha Phi Alpha, a traditionally black service 
fraternity, will collect money for the American Red Cross 
on Monday from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on the commons. 
Harrisonburg clown Jolly Bean will perform magic tricks. 
For more information, call Shawn Brown at 433-8069. 
Delta Sigma Pi holding canned food drive 
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring its annual Salvation 
Army canned food drive for Thanksgiving until Tuesday. 
Drop boxes arc in most dorms, lounges and Gibbons 




Lambda Chi Alpha chapter successful in 
collecting food for local needy families 
"Brothers Feeding Others" was the theme of the 1993 
North American Food Drive on Nov. 8 which involved 
the efforts of more than 8,000 members of Lambda Chi 
Alpha members. Nationally, the fraternity collected 
227,646 pounds of non-perishable food for needy 
families. JMU's chapter collected 1,620 pounds of food. 
The food collected by JMU's chapter will be donated to a 
local charity to be distributed to needy families in the 
Harrisonburg area. 
'Hey U!' to cover many aspects of JMU life 
"Hey U!" will broadcast campus news, an 
entertainment update and issues of debate this week. Hey 
U! aired live last Wednesday at 3 p.m. and is being re- 
broadcast at 5, 7, 9 and 11 p.m. through next Tuesday, 
Nov. 23 on campus cable channel 43. Off-campus access 
is available on Warner Cable channel 14 every 
Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. "Hey U!" is looking for anyone 
who has musical or theatrical talent to call x6959 for a 
possible spot on the show. 
Office of Student Activities to publish 
monthly activities calendar 
The Office of Student Activities has created a publicity 
team to publish a comprehensive, monthly activities 
calendar. The "Student Activities Calendar" will include 
all activities at JMU. The first issue will be available in 
December, and it will be distributed at the post office and 
Gibbons Dining Hall entrances. 
CISAT seminar to focus on manufacturing 
"New Techniques and Trends in Manufacturing" will 
be the topic of a CISAT seminar on Dec. 2 in Zanc 
Showkcr Hall, rm. G-5, 7 - 8:30 p.m. Dr. Geoffrey 
Egckwu, assistant professor of ISAT and Dr. Orinda 
Christoph, associate professor of ISAT, will discuss 
emerging manufacturing techniques and trends due to the 
importance of manufacturing in the world economy. 
Information on submissions: 
Any organization thai would like to have its activities 
or accomplishments primed in Newsfile or in Campus 
Events should contact Jennifer Overman at x6699 or 
bring their information to The Breeze in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. All submissions should include the 
name of the event, place, time, day and person to contact 
if there are any questions. The deadline for Monday 
issues are noon on Saturdays, and the deadline for 
Thursday issues are noon on Tuesdays. Any submissions 
after these deadlines dre not guaranteed publication.   ' 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Khudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Vehicle Accident/DUl 
• Non-student William Sweet, 47, of Harrisonburg, reportedly 
faled to negotiate a sharp turn on University Boulevard and drove 
his vehicle oil the right side of the road at 12:52 am Nov 18. His 
vehicle then reportedly struck an embankment head on. 
Sweet was arrested and charged with driving under the 
influence He was also charged with failure to wear a seatbett 
Sweet was injured in the accident and transported lo the 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room for treatment. 
Mutual Assault 
• Two students were charged judicially after a verbal dispute 
reportedly turned into a light in Chandler Hall at 5:14 p.m Nov. 16. 
• Two students were charged judicially with violence to persons 
after a mutual fight in the village area al 2:22 am. Nov. 18. 
The fight reportedly ended before police arrived 
One of the students was injured and taken to the Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital emergency room for treatment 
a vehicle in upper L-lot between 6 p.m. Nov. 18 and 6:10 a.m. Nov. 
19. 
Grand Larceny 
• About $400 was reported stolen from a Versacard machine in 
Carrier Library between 11 p.m. Nov. 17 and 2 p.m. Nov. 18. 
There were no signs ol forced entry into the machine. 
Petty Larceny 
• A sweatshirt and T-shirt with JMU soccer logos on them were 
reported stolen from a mesh laundry bag in Godwin Hall on Nov. 1. 
The extra-large sweatshirt is gray with purple lettering. The 
extra-large T-shirt has the soccer logo on the front and an Adidas 
logo on the back. 
The Hems are valued at $50. 
• A JVC TD-W106 double-deck cassette player was reported 
stolen from the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house between 1201 
a.m. and 10 p.m. Nov. 18. 
There was no sign of forced entry into the fraternity house 
Obscene Telephone Call 
• An individual reported receiving an obscene telephone call in the 
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority house at 10:39 a.m. Nov. 16. 
Unauthorized Solicitation Harassing Telephone Call 
• Unidentified individuals reportedly attempted lo set! perfume in *   An individual reported receiving a harassing telephone call in 
the Sigma Nu fraternity house at 7:20 p.m. Nov. 18. Wayland Hal at 9:46 a.m. Nov. 16. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• A windshield wiper blade and arm reportedly were damaged on Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31: 56 
• Alpha Phi Alpha collecting money for the American 
Red Cross, the commons, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
• Discussion group on "User's Guide to the Bible," 
Chandler Hall, lounge, 4:30 p.m. Dr. Ken Beals, 
campus minister at the Wesley Foundation, lo lead the 
group. Everyone is welcome. 
• Anorexia Ncrvosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
Friends and family arc welcome. 
• Sociology Club meeting, Kcc/.il Hall, rm. 101, 
7:30 p.m. 
• Author Leslie Fcinbcrg lo speak, Burruss Hall, 
rm. 44,8 p.m. Sponsored by Harmony. 
• Deadline for submissions of theme ideas for JMU 
for the 1994-95 academic year. Submit to Gail Funkc, 
department of sociology and anthropology, Caihy 
Mandcrfield, P.O. Box 4364 or Allan Grimslcy, P.O. 
Box 1627. 
• "Diabetes: Preventing Complications and Sick Day 
Considerations," Rockingham Memorial Hospital, 
Conference Room C, 10 a.m. - noon. Cost is $10. 
Register by Tuesday by calling 433-4533 or 433- 
4269. 
• Auditions for Parumouni's Theme Parks, Phillips 
Center Ballroom, 3 - 5 p.m. for singers, aclors, 
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Season for giving... 
As a community service project, the Alpha Phi sorority 
annually donates groceries to needy families for 
Thanksgiving. (Below) Kris Willey, Katie Cole and 
Jennifer Kagey deliver food to needy families in the 
Harrisonburg area. (Bottom) The Alpha Phi sisters pose 
with some of the recipients of their charitable activities 
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Amy Pet nice i 
Alpha Phi member Kris Willey unloads donated food and supplies for a 
Thanksgiving day meal at a Harrisonburg area home Sunday. 
SHOOT THE TURKEY? I THOUGHT YOU 5AIP -SHOOT WITH THE TURKEY..■' 





Wednesday Night   18 yrs. to enter • 21 yrs. for alcoholic beverages 
& Thursday NiOht Food * Average Specials all night 
November 24th & 25th Ca" *»3150 for S"ec,a,s 
8 P.M. to Close       3295 M street NW- Georgetown 




Pre-register now for KIN 131 (Elementary) ,KIN 231 
(Intermediate), orKIN331 (Advanced) courses 
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule. 
When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY 
 l-5pm OR 5-10 pm CLASS SESSIONS 
iv a (T*OS^     NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to 
|Pl ^^^-   0pen DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible 
$132 ($156 with rental equipment) 
Check payable lo: Great Eastern Resort Management. 
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting 
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 11 * A late fee of $10 
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting. 
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed 
For further information contact: 
Dr. John Hayncs, Kincsiology Department 
Phone 568-3949 
— 
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,   Don'tgo home for Thanksgiving]        | ^/ism*-to  jtfjJLA** 
s        without Mr. rs!        H ydjeo/i TH4M4M4,F 
Kalraru M:(rL-»M <tnii!*rr> Pact Ktl » Bakery 
&Deli 
J's!
arket Square East 
Open 7 Bays a Week 
564-0416 
Buy 6 Bagels 
Get 2 Free 
With This Coupon 
Exp. 11/30/93 
Bu\ 2 Muffins       l 
I      (id I at Half Price 
■' l 
With This Coupon 
Exp. 11/30/93 




'Ddi i-f/vvry T/^'R^o^'Pvy^a> 
433-PAPA 
433-7272 
Call Your PAPA! 
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
MARVELOUS MONDAY 




CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
TWO FOR TUESDAY 
Two small hand-tossed pizzas with two of your favorite 
toppings and two cans of Coke 
'♦TAX 
EXTRA TOPPINGS AVAJLABLE-UMITED DELIVERY AREA-TUESDAYS ONLY 
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
WOW IT'S WEDNESDAY 
A large works is only 
yi/l\/0+TAX 
GMITED DEUVERY AREA OFFER GOOD ALL THE TIME 
Having roommate problems.   I need a\ 
place to shack! 
Signed, 
t Seeking Friends & Fun 
Dear Friend & Fun Seeker, 
Why don't you  shack  up  with  three\ 
close friends at Ash by Crossing? 
Check Out Our Roommate 
Referral Program! 
^ Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: ^-^ 
Free 24 hr maintenance v^ 
3ue pickup every 15 minutes or abort walk to JMU 
Covered bus shelter 
Full-size washer & dryer 
Individual leases 
^j^ Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom 
^^" Ample, well-llqhted parking 
Signed, 
CROSSING 
1235-F Devon lane 
Harrisonburg, UA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9AM-5PM Mon-Fri f=> 
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Racism . 
continued from page 3 
"We will not do away with 
racism until we stop denying its 
existence." 
Elliott also touched upon many 
other sensitive issues such as 
abortion, religion and education. 
"Those of you females who 
don't believe in abortion, don't 
go out and get one," she said. 
"And those or you males who 
don't believe in abortion, don't 
contribute to the need of one." 
Sophomore Shawn 
McLaughlin, who attended 
Elliott's lecture, said, "I felt it 
was very enlightening. Although 
I am black, she opened my eyes 
to a lot of things I hadn't thought 
of. 
Senior Maurice Duckctl said, 
'if I was a white person, I don't 
think I would have liked her." 
Senior Ellen Kirby said she 
fell Elliott was not open-minded 
to other peoples thoughts and 
ideas. "I think she is a very close- 
minded, bitter woman, unwilling 
to tolerate many other 
viewpoints, that she wants us to 
unquestionably accept hers." 
When Elliott completed her 
nearly three-hour presentation, 
several students rushed the stage 
in order to ask her more 
questions. A passing UPB worker 
slated that the students rushing 
the stage "has never happened 
here before." 
Reaction 
continued from page 3 
Steve Grande, from the Center 
for Service-Learning presented, 
"Racism on campus: The World 
of White Privilege," as part of the 
Brown Bag Lecture Series. 
Grande said his speech 
focused on what while people 
should do to stop racism. He said 
he feels it is necessary to deter 
the focus from how non-while 
people have been affected by 
racism, to what while people can 
do about it. 
"What I advocate is for while 
people to talk to other while 
people about racism," Grande 
said. "Some people say this 
comes across as segregation or 
culling off dialogue, but white 
people need to do their own work 
to stop racism." 
Regarding present race 
relations al JMU, Maloney said 
she believes that, to some degree, 
segregation between races is a 
natural part of human nature. 
"I think people need to stop 
using [segregation] as an excuse 
as the only form of racism on 
campus," Maloney said. 
Maloney said she thinks race 
relations at JMU are not as 
"wonderful" as some people are 
led lo believe. 
"Il's not as blatant as some 
racism," she said. "But to me, 
that's almost scarier because at 
least [when il's blaiantl, you 
know where il's coming from." 
Sophomore Shawn 
McLaughlin, after attending 
Elliott's presentation had a new 
perspective on race relations at 
JMU. 
"There's a lot of underlying 
tension thai you don'i see," 
McLaughlin said. "There is an 'I 
don't care' attitude around." 
Senior Maurice Duckell said 
the relations between the races al 
JMU is "dormant." 
"There's no great racial 
problem, but it's there. People 
slay quiet lo avoid conflict," 
Duckcu said. 
Gobble up rest and plenty o' news and come 
to the next News and Focus meeting 
Monday, Nov. 29, at 5 p.m. in Anthony- 
Seeger Hall room 10. The next Style meeting 
will be Monday, Nov. 29, at 7 p.m. in The 
Breeze office in the basement of Anthony- 
SeegerHall. 
JMU 
Start The Holidays Right 
At 
a 
5444 Columbia Pike, ARL 998-5808 
FEATURING LIVE 
Tuesday 23fd "EDDIE FROM OHIO" 8PM 
Wednesday 24th "BiHt." 9PM 
Thursday 25th (yes we're open) 
"ANOTHER BROTHER" 9PM 
•AWESOME SPECIALS* 
Friday 26th 'THE JELLY FISH BLUES BAND" 
9PM Don't Miss the Show! 
Don't forget to 
buyyour 








The deadline is 
Nbv.29.Caflx6lZ7for 
more information. 
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Wasting our food and money away 
Students throw away about $300,000 in food every year in D-hall 
America often touts the title of the "Land of 
Excess." From our fertile fields and waves of 
grain to our pure mountain streams and pristine 
pastures, America may rightfully be called the 
land of plenty. But in this promised land, people still go 
hungry while millions waste what they are given. It is a 
costly price to pay for plenitude. 
Even the most progressive, environmentally conscious 
groups can be guilty of such thoughtless squander. JMU is 
not immune. Although JMU has diligently sought to stop 
waste — through intensive recycling and replacing paper 
cups with drinking glasses — food waste remains an 
enormous problem. And our university is not alone. 
Twelve percent of the average university's garbage is 
food waste, according to the Student Environmental, 
Action Guide. 
Therefore, Gibbons Dining Hall has established a food 
waste committee this semester to decipher exactly how 
extensive the damage is. For this positive step — for the 
sake of sound economics and environmental 
consciousness — their efforts should be applauded. But 
the amount of waste has been astounding. 
According to estimates by the food committee and 
Resident Dining Director Aubry Wooten, more than 
$300,000 in food is thrown away by students — not the 
dining hall — each year. The committee found these 
results by evaluating 200 random trays left in the dining 
hall on four different dates. The trays' contents were 
scraped into various receptacles and evaluated according 
to proportion and cost 
The average waste for the four different evaluations 
was 28 cents per tray. Although wasting only 28 cents of 
a meal sounds insignificant, when multiplied by the more 
than 3,000 meals served by D-hall at each dinner, this 
averages out to about $840. 
And while farmers all over the world struggle to 
produce enough food to feed their countries' growing 
populations, America continues its excess and JMU's 
students throw away 29,124 pounds of vegetables in their 
dining hall each year. 
It is remarkable that food waste occurs in a country 
where people starve to death every day. This week, as 
people throw away all the turkey and dressing they didn't 
eat, there will be millions in the world who have no 
turkey or dressing. 
D-hall is planning an awareness campaign to inform 
students of these excesses. Signs like "29,124 pounds of 
vegetables were thrown away at D-hall last year" will be 
posted where students are served. 
Of course, people will say they paid for the meal and 
they can do with it what they like. But when the dining 
facility has to prepare more and more to ensure that the 
last student has as much to eat as the first, then the total 
amount of prepared food increases. When the volume of 
production increases, so does the cost of the meals. 
And the dining hall is looking into alternatives to 
throwing out leftover food. D-hall administrators are 
examining ways to comply with health regulations and the 
logistics of giving the food away. 
But as students, a main concern should be how we can 
reduce the food waste. D-hall's slogan is to take all you 
want, but eat all you take. That's not a bad idea for every 
person served by the dining facility. 
Only four years ago, JMU's dining facility did not have 
self-serve lines. Students went through the lines and were 
served designated proportions by D-hall employees — a 
system still used in many Virginia universities. Returning 
to this system is not the best solution. As adults, students 
should be able to make those decisions for themselves. 
Maybe moms were right when they told us that we 
should finish what's on our plates before we can ask for 
seconds. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion editor. 
il Polu 
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[Mil's best and 
worst pick up lines!: 
You have beautiful eyes. You're not going home 
with him, are you?" 
"T I've fallen for you like a blind roofer!" 
Do you have a map? I just get lost in your eyes." 
1 lost my phone number. Can I borrow yours?" 
a 
Did it hurt?" Did what hurt? "When you fell out 
of heaven?" 
"T If I told you that you had a nice body, would you 
hold it against me?" 
"T 1 was gonna try to build the perfect woman, but I 
think I just found her — NO ASSEMBLY 
REQUIRED!" 
Ocrew me if I'm wrong, but I think you're the 
most beautiful person I've ever seen." 
*'T 1 got tested for HIV, and I was negative." 
Lick your finger and touch the person's sleeve. Lick 
your finger again and touch your sleeve. Then ask: 
What do say we go back to my room and take 
our wet clothes off?" 
"Was your father a thief?" Why? "Because he 
stole the stars from the sky and put them in your 
eyes." 
(if 
If I could rearrange the alphabet I'd put' U' and 
T together." 
v^an I borrow a quarter? My mom told me to call 
her when I met the woman I'm going to marry." 
"T 1 just want to go off with you, make out with you, 
spend the night with you, but quite honestly, I don't 
know how I'll feel about you in the morning." 
1 know I don't look like much now, but I'm 
drinking milk." 
What are you doing tonight? And how do you 
like your eggs in the morning?" 
Are you religious? Good, because I'm the answer 
to your prayers." 
After one look at you I want to leave my wife, 
and I'm not even married." 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Student recalls 'brutal' death of friend 
who was 'restoring dignity' to Africa 
TotheedKor: 
I was horrified when I first read the articles concerning 
the journalists killed in Somalia. Reuters photographer Dan 
Eldon was a best friend of mine. On July 12, an infuriated 
crowd in Mogadishu p"«^ the life of Dan with rocks, rifle 
butts and frustrated fists. 
More than the brutal senselessness of his death or the 
theft of his youth (Dan was only 22), it is the irony that is 
most unsettling. Though half-British and half-American, Dan 
somehow became all African. Restoring dignity to a 
neglected Africa was not just a concern or interest for Dan, 
he saw it as his calling. 
Throughout his life, Dan struggled to answer this call. 
Forming Student Transport Aid (STA), at the age of 19, 
Dan's first mission was to bring medical supplies and a 
vehicle to refugee camps along the Mozambique-Malawi 
border. Six months later, after the group had raised $23,000, 
Dan led students from all corners of the world in a safari 
across Africa to successfully deliver the supplies and truck. 
I was the co-founder of the organization and was totally 
captivated by Dan's confidence and moved by his attachment 
to Africa. That was one of Dan's greatest gifts — the ability 
to inspire enthusiasm and creativity in all those around him. 
After STA, Dan turned to the camera and lens as a 
vehicle for change. He lost his life trying to expose an area of 
the world that be described to me in his letter as "horrifying 
and assaulting." Yet for Dan, this last immersion was just 
another means of participating in the same struggles for a 
dignified Africa. Dan loved Eastern Africa. He not only 
acted on this love but encouraged it in others. 
That afternoon in Mogadishu, the famine-fueled mob 
made a horrible error: By taking Dan's life, they destroyed a 




Fraternity thanks project contributors, 
scolds Ignorant,' egg-tossers 
To the editor: 
The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha would like to thank all 
of the students, faculty and staff, and visitors that contributed 
to our "Homeless Night Out." We were on the commons 
Wednesday, November 17th, from 11 a.m., until 10 a.m. 
Thursday morning. We spent the night out to raise the 
awareness level of students at JMU, about the homeless 
situation. 
The Harrisonburg Salvation Army Homeless Shelter 
currently houses 13 families. Due to your generous support, 
we were able to raise more than $500 for these families. This 
amount equates to an entire Thanksgiving Dinner for each 
family. 
We would like to give a special thank you to the 
following people: 
1. The men in Garber suite A302. 
2. Derrick Apedoe — he raised $45 in Garber Hall. 
3. Danielle Ferguson — she raised money in Hoffman 
Hall. 
4. Cassandra Carroll and Shauna Miller — they brought 
us hot chocolate. 
5. Dana Bushrod — she brought us hot chocolate and 
cookies. 
6. Alpha Kappa Alpha — they brought us hot chocolate, 
home-made cookies, and tea. 
We would also like to send an extra-special thank you to 
everyone that came by to visit us when they could have been 
asleep in their warm beds. 
Thanks to your change, we were able to make a big 
difference in the lives of some people that are less fortunate 
than we are. 
However, at this time we would also like to state why 
this program was not a complete success. It is a shame that 
the immaturity of some individuals is so great that they 
would interfere in an organization's service project 
At around 3:30 ajn., as we were enduring the cold 
weather, a group of young men (I use the term loosely) took 
it upon themselves to bombard us with eggs before fleeing 
the scene. We are not going to give you young men the 
dignity of printing your names. It is a disgrace to the 
reputation of James Madison University that students here 
for an education could be so ignorant as to attack other 
students attempting to carry out a project to benefit people 
that are less fortunate than themselves. 
Hopefully, you students received whatever "kick" you 
intended or didn't intend on getting after such a blatantly 
disrespectful act 
At this time, we would like to apologize to any students 
that may have come to visit us or to donate their spare 
change and could not find us. We did return to the egg- 
infested commons with the egg-infested sleeping bags, which 
we borrowed from ROTC, to complete our project. We also 
apologize for the state of the commons when we left in the 
morning. 
In the future, you may find it more profitable to invest in 
the homeless cause instead of investing in ignorance. That 
dozen eggs that you wasted throwing at us could have been 
used to feed families that could not afford to buy their own. I 
hope it was really worth it. 
^^ Charles Waddy 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. President 
Support World AIDS Week activities 
at JMU and participate In other ways 
To the editor: 
During the week of Nov. 29, the Health Center, in 
conjunction with the Pre-Med Society (AED) and the World 
AIDS Week Planning Committee, will sponsor several 
activities to enlighten the JMU community about HIV and 
AIDS. On Monday, Jay Friedman will present "Mother 
Goose, Madonna and the Media's Influence on our Lives" in 
Grafton-Stovall at 7 p.m. On Wednesday, a panel will share 
"Living with HIV" at 8 p.m. in Taylor Hall, Room 304. 
From Monday-Thursday, there will be an information table 
in Warren Hall's Post Office Lobby between 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
If time is a critical factor for you, there is another way to 
participate in World Aids Week. Place an electric or battery 
candle (such as those used at the holidays) in the window of 
your residence hall room, office, apartment or house on 
Wednesday, Dec. 1, to show your concern and support for 
education and understanding of HIV and AIDS. This activity 
is being held nationwide as the "Dimming of the Lights." We 
hope you will participate in the candle display to show your 
support for those who are currently dealing with HIV/ADDS 
and to help stop the spread of these diseases. 
Call the Health Center at x6177 for more information. 
Donna L Harper 
Health Center Director 
Group created to enhance discussion 
between Greek systems, university 
To the editor 
Recently, a university commission voted to combine the 
Interfraternity Council, the Black Greek Caucus and the 
Panhellenic Council. However, with the support of the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, we decided to create the 
United Greek Forum in place of the organization formed by 
the university commission. 
The United Greek Forum will encourage more 
communication, collaborative efforts and educational 
interaction between the Greek systems and the university. 
The organizational format will consist primarily of forums in 
which the organizations can get to know one another as well 
as coordinate joint service, educational and social activities. 
Chapter presidents and delegates will have an initial 
meeting on Dec. 1 to gather feedback and discuss objectives. 
Please support these 29 organizations as they strive to 
work together and become more educated about each other. 
United Greek Forum Advisory Committee 
Rashsaan Alston        David Hummel       Shauna Miller 
Melissa Dodson          Tla Mason              Brook Rohdo 
Phyllis Holllmon  
Real men can't eat quiche when D-hall trashes it 
"If it was going to be thrown away, why could I not just eat it... I'm the one who's still hungry" 
As one of those unfortunate few whose academic 
schedule refuses to bend for the limited lunch hours at 
Gibbons Hall, I have become accustomed to the 
leftover hamburgers that serve as the only cuisine 
available after about 2 p.m. Whereas I used to get 
excited when a few curly fries survived the noon rush, 
today I was ecstatic to find that there were several 
untouched plates of quiche waiting for me. 
They were being loaded onto a cart, though, so I 
had to hurry to protect the luscious change of pace 
from almost certain termination in the trash can. The 
trio of friendly women handling the chore were happy 
to give me the two big slices that I pointed to; they 
were so happy to be appreciated that I was even 
offered an entire plate. Not to be a pig, I asked if they 
were sure that there was no designated purpose for my 
new found treasures — I was assured that they had a 
date with the dumpster and that someone might as well 
eat them, so I cheerfully accepted their offer. 
I retreated to the table and devoured the first two 
slices while a friend of mine picked pieces off the top 
of the complete pie. I was flabbergasted when an 
unfamiliar Gibbons supervisor tapped me on the 
shoulder to wake me from my gourmet dreams. She 
assured me that I could not have an entire plate of 
Guest Columnist 
— David Wilkerson 
quiche at my table. Somehow, through sheer self-control, 
I managed to keep from eating a piece right there to show 
her that it was, in actuality, not a complete plate. I did 
make it known that it had been given to me by her peers 
and that my friend had picked at it with his unwashed 
fingers and that, therefore, it could not be served even if 
she was not going to throw it away. 
She turned as green as her apron, picked up my 
precious goodies, and as she retreated to the safe confines 
of the kitchen said, in an insecure little voice, "It don t 
matter. You can't have it" 
Upset and clearly suffering from near starvation, I 
followed her while preaching about the hungry children in 
India, the homeless in our own country, and mainly that 
fact that I'm a growing boy. "I don't have to take this 
from you!" she ranted. Well lady, if you did not have to 
take it, why did you? I would have gladly eaten it even 
after you had touched iL ^^^^^ 
I went back to my seat, a beaten, dejected, 
malnutritioned little boy, and chewed on a dry burger 
that someone had left there. After a time, one of the 
nice ladies who had originally delivered the quiche to 
me appeared. She apologized for her mistake and the 
other woman's behavior. My eyes lit up and, wiping 
the drool from my mouth, I asked if I could just have 
my quiche back. The sad look in her eyes told me that 
what was supposed to have been the first variety in my 
lunch menu since my last visit to my grandmother's 
house now belonged to the Harrisonburg landfill. 
I understand that not everyone can have a complete 
plate of quiche. I also understand, however, that an 
awful lot of food gets wasted at Gibbons, much of it by 
the employees. If it was going to be thrown away 
anyway, why could I not have just eaten it? There was 
no reason to take the plate from my tray and throw it 
away, none at all. Perhaps the overzealous supervisor 
who ruined my lunch today enjoyed her little game of 
power and perhaps the maggots at the landfill will 
enjoy their treat, but I'm the one with the meal plan, 
and I'm the One who's still hungry. 
Freshman David Wilkerson is a mass communication 
major. 
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Talking turkey 
Harrisonburg businesses adjust poultry production to 
by Larry Cooper 
stctff writer 
Thanksgiving is a time for families and friends 
to be together, a time for each of us to reflect on 
what we have: A time to eat turkey. 
'Turkey is a big bird, so it is representative of a 
great feast. I'm sure we could use something else, 
but it's the tradition," junior English major Chris 
Partin said. 
The turkey industry has been a mainstay in the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham area for more than 50 
years, beginning in 1939 with the incorporation of 
Rocco, followed in the 1940s by the union of a 
group of local companies including Wampler 
Statues like this one stand on both sides of Rockingham 
signify that the county is one of the largest producers of 
Feeds and Massanutten Hatchery to form what is 
now known as Wampler-Longacre Turkey Inc. 
Years have passed, and the turkey industry has 
become a year-round business, though as recently 
as 15 years ago it depended largely on 
consumption of turkeys during the holiday 
season. 
"It used to be we lived and died on the 
Thanksgiving market," said Jim Mason, president 
of Wampler-Longacre. "It doesn't happen like 
that anymore, but it's still the best thing the 
industry's got going." 
Patricia May, director of public relations for 
Rocco Enterprises Inc., said, "Business is a little 
better in the fourth quarter [October through 
December) for whole birds. People certainly think 
about turkey more in the fourth quarter than at 
other times, which is something that the turkey 
companies try to address." 
The industry now relies on an all-year cycle of 
breeding and processing turkeys, and it prepares 
for the holidays by processing more turkeys as 
whole birds, as opposed to processing them in 
smaller parts. 
"When I first came into the business, from Dec. 
24, we wouldn't process any more turkeys until 
July the next summer," Mason said. "We'd shut 
down  the plants, and nothing was in the 
(growing) houses. 
Now, Thanksgiving is 
just a change in the 
form we put them in." 
"The turkey 
business has become a 
year-round business 
because it has 
diversified to further 
processing," May said. 
"What happens at 
the holidays is the 
same number of 
turkeys go through 
the plant, but more are 
packaged as whole 
birds." 
Turkeys are grown 
and processed 
according to 
guidelines that are 






known in the business 
as "growers," to raise 
the turkeys. 
"We're responsible 
for growing the birds, 
but they're still 
Rocco's birds," said. 
Turkey chicks, or 
'poults,' are hatched 
and   vaccinated   at 
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County on Route 11 to 
poultry in the world. 
independent hatcheries. They are delivered the 
day after hatching in incubated trucks to growers 
like Shifflett, who runs a family farm iji the 
Buffalo Gap area. 
Poults are then allowed in flocks into the 
?rowing houses, most of which feature aijound 
2,000 square feet of space and are divided into 
two parts: the 'starter' end and the 'grow-out' 
end. Flocks are 6,600 poults for male turkeys or 
'toms,' and 11,400 for hens. Flocks, always of 
uniform gender, ate divided into groups rjf 100 
and put in 16-foot j&rdboard rings. Tempefature 
is maintained at 85 djegrees. 
The goal at this s$ge of the process is tolteach 
the poults to use thSffeed and water supplied to 





the country is 
rising to new 
heights. 
10 
New rules for 
Proposition 48 
could affect the 
balance of power 
in the CAA. 
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Dukes promise to electrify the hardwood 
Old blood, newcomers join together in attempt to bury ghosts 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
senior writer 
Inside the JMU men's basketball office 
in the Convocation Center, a sign hangs 
that reads, "What you do in the off-season 
determines what you do in-season." 
Since the end of last season, JMU head 
coach Lefty Driesell has had his work cut 
out for him to get ready for this season. 
Last year's squad won the Colonial 
Athletic Association regular season title 
for the fourth straight year, and it was one 
win away from a trip to the NCAAs. 
Driesell has to replace 61 percent of his 
team's scoring from last year and fill a 
leadership void left by graduation. 
Gone are swingman William Davis, 
center Jeff Chambers, point guard Bryan 
Edwards and forward Paul Carter, who not 
only led the team on the floor, but away 
from it as well. 
Into those tough-to-fill shoes are junior 
guard Kent Culuko, senior forward 
Clayton Ritter and junior transfers Louis 
Rowe and Dennis Leonard, all of whom 
will be expected to pick up the slack and 
try to do what their predecessors could not 
— win the CAA tournament and head to 
March Madness. 
But Driesell is quick to point out that 
this team is different from his previous 
teams and that this season may be like no 
other since his arrival in Harrisonburg. 
"I don't like to say how we're going to 
do, because you never know," Driesell 
said. "This is going to be a whole new 
team, and they may be better basketball 
players than the guys we had last year." 
Driesell has distinct goals. 
"My goal is for us to be the best 
conditioned team in the country," Driesell 
said. "Number two, we want to play hard 
every time we step on the court Third, I 
want to have class both on and off the 
court, and to have fun. I just want 
basketball to be fun." 
Fun is also what the team wants 
basketball to be. Whether it's the rim- 
rattling dunks by sophomore forward 
Kareem Robinson or a 20-foot swish by 
Culuko, Driesell promises the Dukes will 
be exciting. 
"We'll have the most exciting team 
since I've been here," Driesell said. "At 
least the best basketball players, maybe 
not the best team. That will depend on 
how they do this season." 
Junior college Ail-American guard 
Dennis Leonard comes to JMU with two 
seasons of eligibility remaining, and he 
brings with him superior ball handling and 
proven leadership, according to Driesell. 
Senior forward and team co-captain 
Ritter has come from starting zero games 
in his first two seasons to being one of the 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Kareem Robinson will be counted on to be the starting center for JMU this year. 
key ingredients in the JMU mix. 
"If we have success, and I think we 
will, he's going to have to have a big year 
for us," Driesell said. "He's got to stay out 
of foul trouble, which plagued him last 
year. He's got to score more for us, and 
average a lot more rebounds." 
Culuko, CAA Rookie of the Year as a 
freshman, is the Dukes returning leading 
scorer at 11.8 points per game. 
Rowe, a transfer from the University of 
Florida, has shown signs in the preseason 
of making an immediate impact. 
In Friday's exhibition game against the 
Moscow Dinamo Club, Rowe went 7-for- 
8 for 18 points. 
Along the front line, co-captain and 
senior forward Michael Venson adds 
aggressive offensive rebounding. Driesell 
said that Venson, who transferred from 
Georgetown two years ago, could start. 
Robinson made some waves in the 
CAA last season, and the coaching staff 
sees strong play from Robinson as the key 
to JMU (see sidebar;. 
Sophomore Darren McLinton earned 
quality minutes last season and responded 
with 50 percent shooting from the floor. 
He will see some time at both guard 
positions. 
Swingman Ryan Culicerto, forward 
Charles Lott and forward Ameka Wilson 
are newcomers expected to contribute. 
The schedule for JMU this season out- 
of-conference will be highlighted by away 
games against nationally ranked Purdue 
and Minnesota. 
Minnesota, last year's National 
Invitational Tournament champion, has 
been ranked as high as fourth nationally, 
and Purdue features Ail-American and 
national Player of the Year candidate 
Glenn Robinson. 
Given all the changes for JMU, Driesell 
said he still feels that the Dukes could win 
the conference regular-season title for the 
fifth straight year. But winning the CAA 
tournament remains a barrier. 
"I'm excited about the season, about 
being an underdog," Driesell said. 
"Anybody that pays money to come see 
our team will go out of here excited about 
our ball club. Wait and see. Get your 
tickets and come." 
DON'T FORGET TO WRITE — WELCOME ABOARD 
Players lott from last season: 
Jeff Chambers, Center, 7.8 ppg., 8.1 rebs., 30 asts. 
William Davis, Guard, 16.0 ppg., 34 rebs., 56% FG 
Bryan Edwards, Guard, 138 ppg., 30 asts., 40% 3pt. 
Paul Carter, Forward, 10.7 ppg., 6.4 rebs., 56% FG 
David Foskhul, Forward, 8 games, 0.3 ppg., 0.4 rebs. 
Jon Hunter, Forward, 1 game, 0.0 ppg,, 0.0 rebs. 
Newcomers for this season: 
Dennis Leonard, Guard, Jr., 5-11, 160, Allegany CC 
Ryan Culicerto, Guard, Fr, 6-4,190, Beckley, W.Va. 
Charles Lott, Forward, Fr., 6-8, 200, Roselle, N.J. 
Louis Rowe, Forward, Jr., 6-7,195, Univ. of Florida 
Ameka Wilson, Forward, Jr., 6-8, 225, Moberiy (Mo.) JC 




by Drew vanEsselstyn 
 senior writer  
As a freshman, any production 
from center Kareem Robinson was 
gravy. A thunderous jam or a massive 
swat would ignite the crowd. 
He instantly became a crowd 
favorite and even had a fan club built 
for him named "Kareem's Korner." 
But this season, Robinson will be 
counted on heavily. 
The coaching staff sees the big 
man (6-foot-8, 250 pounds) as the key 
to JMU's success this season. And big 
is what his numbers, not just his body, 
will have to be if the Dukes hope to 
finally get to the NCAA tournament. 
Bart Bellairs, assistant men's 
basketball coach, said, "Kareem has 
got to be our intirnidator. He's got to 
take up a lot of space and get a 
consistent amount of rebounds." 
Robinson was flashy last season, 
but what JMU needs most from their 
center is consistently solid play. 
Shutting down ODU's All-CAA 
selection Odell Hodge is no small 
task, but Robinson knows he's up to 
the job. 
"I'm going to use good post 
defense and deny the ball, because 
you can't score if you don't have die 
ball," he said. "I've got to try to box 
them out and make sure they don't get 
my rebound." 
Muscle, rebounding and shot 
blocking make Robinson's game 
exciting, and increased playing time 
should result in more of all three. But 
in order to see more time on the floor, 
Robinson must avoid mental 
mistakes. 
"He's got to make sure he stays out 
of foul trouble," Bellairs said. 
"Because you can't help us if you're 
sitting on the bench." 
Head coach Lefty Driesell says that 
Robinson is more athletic than former 
center Jeff Chambers. The only thing 
keeping Robinson from reaching die 
next level in his play is experience 
and basketball knowledge. 
"He doesn't have the experience," 
Driesell said. "He could be a real 
good player if he learns how to play 
the game." 
This season, Robinson has the big 
shoes of Chambers to fill. Chambers 
was a perennial CAA All-Defensive 
selection, and frequently went against 
taller opponents and shut mem down. 
The same needs to happen with 
Robinson. 
But while he learns the tricks of the 
trade, fans can still count on colossal 
dunks, muscle-flexing rebounds and 
in-your-face rejections. 
They electrify the crowd. How 
does that make him feel? 
"Like a million dollars,'' Robinson 
said. 
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After 3 years as a role player, 
Ritter's time has finally come 
 / 
me my relationship with God 
pan 
by Alison Boyce 
editor 
They say it's the quiet ones you have to 
watch out for. If this is true, then all eyes 
should be on senior forward Clayton 
Ritter this year. 
Ritter isn't a flashy player. He can't shoot the 
three-point bombs like Kent Culuko or dunk 
with the finesse of Kareem Robinson. 
Instead, he has spent the last three years 
slowly honing his skills. The result has been an 
increase in playing time, a higher scoring 
average and a player who is a defensive threat in 
rebounding. 
"Coming in my freshman year, 1 knew I could 
play, but there were a lot of people ahead of 
me," Ritter says. "That was fine. I knew I'd be 
paying my dues." 
Ritter averaged under six minutes his 
freshman year and under 10 minutes as a 
sophomore, but he often made an impact with 
his appearance. 
In the 1990-1991 season, he helped secure a 
win against UNC-Wilmington with a point, 
three rebounds and a steal in the closing minutes 
of a game where the Dukes were without the 
services of three suspended players. 
During his sophomore year, he registered six 
points, seven rebounds, two assists and two 
steals in 17 minutes against Mount St. Mary's. 
Last year, his playing time grew as he started 
in 28 of JMU's 30 games. He averaged 24.7 
minutes per game, 3.8 rebounds and 9.0 points. 
His 63.8 percent shooting mark last season 
is the third-best season mark in team history, 
and his 59.9-percent career shooting is 
second-best in team history. 
For Ritter, his improvement has come 
from a conscious work ethic of never 
slacking off and always keeping an eye on 
the competition. 
"Some people have a hard work ethic and 
some people don't," he says. "It's something 
you need to work at like everything else. If 
you're not constantly thinking, 'I need to play as 
hard as I can every day,' then it's not going to 
happen." 
Another key to Ritter's improvement can be 
attributed to his summer ball play. The Virginia 
Beach resident spends his breaks playing 
basketball with Colonial Athletic Association 
rival Old Dominion team members, and last 
summer traveled to New Zealand with a group 
called Athletes in Action. 
Athletes in Action is comprised of collegiate 
Christian basketball players who compete 
against other teams from around the world. 
The program provided international 
competition for Ritter, and also helped him put 
his life in perspective. 
"It's been a tremendous experience for me," 
he says. "It helped me realize that there are some 
things that are even more important than 
basketball. It told r 
is more important tha anything. If I put other 
things ahead of that, then nothing else is going 
to fall into place. 
'To me, that's been one of the biggest factors 
in my success on and off the court." 
Men's basketball coach Lefty Driesell also 
saw Ritter's summer play as a helpful function 
in expanding his skills. 
"He's been smart in the summer time, playing 
with Athletes in Action," Driesell says. "That's 
helped him a lot. He's worked hard." 
First Presbyterian, the Harrisonburg church 
Ritter attends, sponsored his trip to New 
Zealand. 
"Clayton is the unique combination of 
someone with great athletic talent, academic 
excellence and faith commitment," said First 
Presbyterian senior pastor Dr. John Sloop. "I 
think that's unusual today to find someone with 
those three qualities." 
Ritter, despite being only one of two seniors 
on the JMU team this year, is reluctant to 
describe himself as a leader. 
'To define yourself as a team leader is not 
really a very good way to look at it," he says. 
"Every team does need a leader, but the best 
leaders lead by example, instead of ones that 
talk all the time." 
This way of thinking isn't lost on his 
teammates. 
"Clayton is very down-to-earth," says senior 
forward Michael Venson. "He tries to keep 
everybody on the team focused. We've had 
some good times and some bad times, but we 
stuck through them together." 
Not surprisingly, Ritter doesn't "trash talk" 
while on the court. 
"That's something that has annoyed me ever 
since I started playing basketball," Ritter says. 
"It's something that doesn't belong in the game. 
Some of the best players you have are players 
like Buck Williams, who's never said a word on 
the court. He just goes out there and kills the 
opponent, just dominates him. To me, that's the 
best picture of a great player." 
His one troublesome area has been simply 
staying in a game once he gets in. Ritter is 
notorious for fouling out of games. 
"It's something I've had a problem with," 
Ritter admits. "It's something I've tried to 
improve on. Everybody gets questionable calls, 
but there's no way I can blame a referee for my 
fouling out." 
Win or lose, Ritter said he expects himself to 
give his all in every game he plays. 
"I've never been the most-gifted athlete in the 
world," he says. "I've had to work hard to get 
where I am. Throughout my basketball career, I 
typically played behind people that have been 
bigger and stronger than me. I've had to 
outwork them to be better." 
In the case of Clayton Ritter, sometimes 
actions really do speak louder than words. 
THE CLAYTON RITTER FILE 
YEAR G-GS MIN. PTS. 
90-91   19-0 5.2      1.4 
91-92  30-0 9.5 2.7 
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Prop 48 rules give some CAA teams an edge 
by Steve Miranda 
editor 
As the NCAA passes stricter legislation 
on freshman eligibility, the admissions 
offices in the Colonial Athletic 
Association may have a greater effect on 
the balance of power in the league. 
George Mason University head coach 
Paul Westhead got the approval of the 
admissions office to sign a pair of high 
school Ail-Americans this summer that 
several schools in the CAA couldn't 
touch. 
Nathan Langley and Kevin Ward were 
both headed to Big East schools until they 
failed to meet the academic requirements 
for Proposition 48, and had their 
scholarship offers revoked. ^—^— 
Westhead swooped in and 
offered each of them a place at 
George Mason. 
Proposition 48 which was 
enacted by the NCAA in 1986, 
requires that all freshmen must 
have at least 700 on the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test and a 
grade-point average of 2.0 in 11 
core courses to be eligible to 
play as a freshman. 
Student athletes that don't qualify under 
Proposition 48 can be admitted to the 
school, but cannot be offered an athletic 
scholarship for his or her freshman year 
and cannot practice or play with the team 
for one year. 
Langley and Ward were admitted to 
GMU with sizable non-athletic financial 
aid packages. 
Some see admitting Prop 48 casualties 
as damaging the academic reputation of 
the school. 
"I haven't tried to bring one in," said 
Chris Knoche, the head coach at American 
University. "I'm aware of the profile of 
the school." 
UNC-Wilmington and GMU are the 
only CAA schools to bring in Prop 48 
players the past two years. 
"They're probably at an advantage 
because the pool of players they can 
choose from is much larger," said Bill 
Dooley, the head coach at the University 
of Richmond, which does not accept Prop 
48 players. 
That pool of players will likely grow 
larger when the new provisions for Prop 
48 make academic standards even more 
challenging. Effective in August 1995, the 
number of core courses will be boosted 
from 11 to 13 and prospective student 
athletes must fit into a "sliding scale," 
which means students can have a GPA 
below 2.5, but must have an SAT score 
above 900 to be eligible. 
Also, students can score below 900 on 
the SAT, but must have a GPA above 2.5 
to be eligible. 
The Black Coaches of America believe 
They're probably at an advantage 
because the pool of players they can 
choose from is much larger. 
t> 
BUI Dooley 
head men's basketball coach at the University of Richmond 
the changes in Prop 48 are coming too 
fast. The group boycotted a National 
Association of Basketball Coaches 
meeting last month in protest of the new 
provisions. 
"The academic standards are being 
moved up too fast, and they're too high," 
said Oliver Purnell, the head coach at Old 
Dominion and a member of the BCA. 
The NCAA released a study earlier this 
year comparing the graduation rates from 
student athetes that entered school in 1984 
and 1985, before Prop 48 went into effect, 
and 1986, after Prop 48 went into effect. 
The study showed that the overall 
graduation rate went from 48.2 percent to 
56.5 percent after Prop 48 was 
implemented. Graduation rates improved 
or stayed the same among blacks and 
whites, and among males and females, 
according to the study. 
"The NCAA stance on that is that 
Proposition 48 is working," Purnell said. 
"Well, if its working, why change it so 
fastr 
Kevin Eastman, the head coach at 
UNC-Wilmington, said the new standards 
will leave more players ineligible under 
Prop 48. But these players can go to junior 
college or a preparatory school and not 
have to sit out a year. 
"I think across the country, you'll see 
more junior college recruiting, mainly 
because the kid that could've gotten in this 
year and last year is now going to be at a 
junior college," he said. "I think we'll see 
a lot more prep school recruiting." 
But some players would rather sit out 
the year and concentrate on academics. 
Langley was advised to attend 
a prep school, and Ward was 
steered toward junior college 
where they could play 
immediately. Both opted to sit 
out the year and take the 
Division I offer. 
JMU head coach Lefty 
Driesell has been the most 
active among CAA coaches in 
junior college and prep school 
recruiting. Of the 11 
scholarship players on JMU's roster, two 
came from junior college and two came 
from prep schools. 
So far, the admissions office at JMU 
has closed off the Prop 48 option for 
Driesell. 
"They haven't taken any since I've 
been at JMU," Driesell said. "I've tried, 
but they won't let me." 
Driesell said Prop 48 allows the NCAA 
to play too big a role in student 
admissions. 
"When I first started recruiting, it was 
up to the individual school who got in," 
Driesell said. "And that's the way I think 
it oughta be. I don't think the NCAA can 
dictate who gets in school. 
'It should be up to the president and the 
admissions office as to who gets in 
school," Driesell added. "Everybody's got 
different students they look for." 
Moorman: Female 
athletes not victims 
of 'pipe dreams' 
JMU women's basketball coach 
Shelia Moorman doesn't think the 
new Proposition 48 rules will affect 
women's basketball as much as it 
will men's basketball. 
"I think most female athletes 
tend to be better students than male 
athletes," Moorman said. "I think 
they balance things better. Every 
male athlete is just certain he's 
going to make the NBA or the NFL. 
Of course, there's just a very small 
percentage at that level." 
According to a Lou Harris study 
released this month by the 
Northeastern University Center for 
the Study of Sport in Society, 51 
percent of African-American high 
school athletes believe they will be 
good enough to play professional 
sports. 
However, just one in 18 white 
students believe they will play 
professionally. 
Only one in 10,000 high school 
athletes in the United States will 
ever reach the pros. 
Women have less opportunity in 
professional sports, and'Moorman 
said that makes them better 
students. 
"They haven't had the pipe 
dreams instilled in diem since they 
were small," Moorman said. 
"Women play the sport, for the 
most part, because they love it. 
They're really interested in the 
education side of things because 
that's their ticket. 
"Their end result is a college 
degree as opposed to that 
professional opportunity." 
— Steve Miranda 
College was founded for academics, not championships 
When Proposition 48 first went into effect in 
1986, several high-profile coaches had heart 
conniptions when they realized that they had to 
adhere to the academic integrities of their institutions. 
God forbid that the head coach at Anytown University 
actually had accountability where his next NBA star was 
concerned. And God forbid that the star not only knew 
how to sign his name on a multi-million dollar contract, 
but also had to have an idea of what that contract meant. 
Bob Knight, head men's basketball coach at Indiana 
University, gave a speech last week at the National Press 
Club in Washington, D.C. concerning the requirements of 
Prop 48, and he gave some thoughts that might turn the 
stomachs of Prop 48 opponents. 
Knight said scholarships should only be renewed if the 
player that is vacating the position graduates. 
For example, Johnny Stud leaves school after his four 
years to turn pro, and a scholarship is then free. If Johnny 
Stud doesn't have his degree in hand, then the next 
prodigy doesn't have a roster spot, according to Knight. 
Knight is right on, which furthers the fact that he is 
concerned with his role as an educator and not just as a 
machine that churns out prospects for the NBA. 
"Coaches, forever, have felt, deep down, that shooting 
and dribbling or blocking and tackling are entrance 
requirements," Knight said. "In fact what we are dealing 
Sports 
Commentary 
— Drew vanEsselstyn 
with is higher education and some are just not suited." 
What Knight is hitting on is that at some times, and at 
some institutions, education is a secondary function to 
making it to practice on time. 
Look at UNLV, where the basketball team signed up 
for a physical education class in which they ran plays 
before the Oct. 15 starting date for collegiate practices. 
A basic class in accounting (ACTG 101: Accounting 
for NBA-bound ball players) could probably be more 
beneficial, especially when some accountant is robbing 
them blind down the road somewhere. 
Knight made the assertion that college is obviously not 
for everyone, and that places in higher education 
shouldn't be held for them. 
Also, coaches shouldn't be rewarded for failing to 
graduate players by being given one more chance not to 
graduate another player. 
At Virginia Tech several years ago, a report was 
released that the Hokie basketball program had a 
graduation rate of zero for about five years. 
If student athletes cannot remember that they are 
students first and athletes second, then they don't need to 
be taking up valuable space in already overcrowded 
classrooms, eating up slots in already academically 
competitive admissions offices. 
Knight proposed a baseball-like minor league system 
for athletes not interested in working for an education. 
This could remedy the problems caused by trying to 
admit underqualified students, just so that Anytown U. 
could win 11 football games and 25 basketball games. 
Prop 48 was an effort to give talented athletes a chance 
at getting into college, but the standards and punishments 
of the program were only a slap on the wrist. 
Once they get into college, graduation should follow. 
Prop 48 ensures slight standards at the beginning, but 
Knight is concerned with the end product. 
Graduation rates and team GPAs aren't just numbers 
to flaunt. Because what it all conies down to is that those 
numbers will win in the end, regardless of how many 
national championships are won. 
Knight has done both. The NCAA should listen to Mr. 
Knight 
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MARKED MAN 
Kent Culuko's three-point bombs have opposing defenses gunning for him 
bv Steve Miranda ~^^^fl ^^^^ Invitation Tournament at Rutgers, a school that active by Steve iranda 
 editor  
Kent Culuko holds the ball beyond the 
three-point arc. He eyes the bucket, fakes a 
shot and takes it hard to the rack. Slicing 
between a pair of giants, he hangs and drops 
home two points. 
This is the new Kent Culuko. 
"My first two years, I was one- 
dimensional," Culuko admits. ' 
spotted up, and that was it." 
Entering his junior year, the 6- 
foot-4 guard already holds the JMU 
record for most career three- 
pointers with 145. But during the 
summer,  he  says,  he added 
another element to his game as a 
scorer — putting the ball on the 
floor. 
"I knew I had it in me, 
because I did it in high school," 
he says. "I worked on that part 
of my game, and brought it 
back." 
This is the last thing coaches in 
the Colonial Athletic Association 
need to hear — they've had 
enough trouble with the Culuko 
who was strictly a jump-shooter. 
Culuko burst into the CAA as a 
freshman and grabbed Rookie of the 
Year honors with a 13.6-points-per- 
game average and 43-percent shooting 
from the three-point range. 
Against East Carolina that year, Culuko 
took command of the JMU offense when point 
guard Bryan Edwards fouled out with over 8:00 
remaining.  He sent the game into overtime with a 
field goal with one second left and sealed the win in 
overtime with a free throw with five seconds left. All 
tolled, he scored 25 points, including 6-for-8 shooting on 
three-pointers. 
"He's got range," UNC-Wilmington head coach 
Kevin Eastman says. "You can't relax playing against 
him. Areas on the court you don't normally concern 
yourself with, you have to worry about with him." 
Old Dominion head coach Oliver Purnell says, "The 
first thing that comes to mind is dangerous. He's such a 
threat out there, and he's made good on that threat many 
times against us. He has tremendous range from three- 
point land." 
On a JMU team with four double figure scorers, 
Culuko was the guy opposing defenses needed to stop. 
"When he's effective, that opens up things for the rest 
of the team," Purnell says. "His outside threat and range 
gives you room to operate. Without him out there, you 
can sag in the middle." 
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell says, "Last year, he 
got the toughest defender on him every game." 
But by bringing back to his game from high school, 
Culuko wants to be more than just a three-point threat. 
He finished his career at Mahwah High School in 
Mahwah, NJ., with 2,780 points — the fourth-best mark 
in state history. 
Culuko grew up in Oakland, N.J., a town a few miles 
outside of Mahwah. His family moved to Mahwah so he 
could play for John Carty, the coach at Mahwah High 
School, who employed a guard-oriented system. 
"He was a free-will coach. He let you do whatever 
you wanted," Culuko says. "It was run-and-gun, get the 
ball up as many times as you want" 
Tragedy struck in the summer before Culuko's senior 
year, when Carty died from brain cancer. 
"I was really close to him. He was like another father 
to me. Every time I step on the court, it's for my coach." 
College recruiters came knocking, and Culuko 
trimmed the list to JMU, St. John's, St. Bonaventure, 
Penn State and Rutgers. 
"I liked JMU a lot, but I really liked St. John's," 
Culuko says. "I came back from the [campus visit] and 
told my parents I was going to sign there. 
"I was just so caught up in the Big East. When I was 
growing up, that's all I watched. [Former St. John's star] 
* The first thing that comes to 
mind is dangerous. He has 
tremendous range from three- 
point land. 
Oliver Purnell 
head coach at Old Dominion 
Chris Mullin was my favorite player." 
St. John's is a city commuter school, and Culuko's 
parents weren't crazy about him living in New York. 
"The hardest thing I had to do was call up [St. John's 
coach]. Lou Carnesecca and tell him I wasn't going 
there," Culuko says. 
Culuko would return to New Jersey during his 
freshman year when the Dukes played in the National 
iii    i ■ ■ < i -" ' • - • • • -   • •' • T       - ■'      * 
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recruited him in high school. His mother brought two bus 
loads of friends and family to the game, but Culuko's 
homecoming turned out less than friendly. 
'Every time I touched the ball, I was getting 
booed," he remembers. "When I walked to the 
locker room at halftime, people were giving 
me the finger. It was mostly the people 
who followed Rutgers basketball that 
were pissed off I didn't go to Rutgers 
and were going to take it out on me. 
They did a pretty harsh job of that." 
Going home has meant bad 
luck for Culuko. He ran into 
problems again last season, when 
JMU played Seton Hall in East 
Rutherford, N J., about 25 miles 
from Mahwah. 
Culuko came off the bench 
fired up early in the first half 
against the Pirates, guarding 
Ail-American Terry Dehere, 
now with the Los Angeles 
Clippers. 
"I was just playing tough, 
hand checking, giving him a 
couple forearms — nothing 
cheap," Culuko says. "Before I 
knew it, I got popped in the face 
with an elbow. I got up and saw I 
was bleeding. I was like, I gotta get 
him back." 
Culuko charged down court 
and threw an elbow at Dehere's head. He 
drew a technical foul, and the wrath of the 
hometown crowd. 
"They were really booing me there — 
every time I touched the ball," Culuko says. "And 
there were like 17,000 people at that game." 
The Seton Hall game was just one day in a 
disappointing sophomore season for Culuko. With the 
emergence of swingman William Davis, Culuko's 
minutes slipped from 30.5 per game his freshman year to 
25 his sophomore year. His scoring averaged dropped 
two points and his three-point shooting fell from 43 
percent to 39 percent 
"He didn't improve as much as I would have liked 
from his freshman year to his sophomore year," JMU 
coach Lefty Driesell says. "I really don't think he 
worked as hard in the offseason as he should have." 
Culuko agrees. "Coming in as a freshman, I really 
busted my ass over the summer. I was scared — I said, 
'These guys are going to be good, I have to be ready.' 
But my freshman summer, I didn't work nearly as hard." 
He says he's learned his lesson. Culuko and the 
Dukes' new point guard junior Dennis Leonard, played 
in a summer pro league that included New York Knkks 
forward Anthony Mason. 
"I think he learned his lesson and he worked harder 
last summer," Driesell says. "He's in better shape than 
he was at this time last year. I've been impressed with 
Kent so far." 
JMU lost four seniors from last year's team, and 
Culuko says he has accepted the challenge of becoming a 
team leader. Getting JMU to the NCAA Tournament 
tops his priority list 
As the Dukes' leading returning scorer, Culuko will 
likely play a major role in gaining that elusive NCAA 
tournament bid Right now, he says he feels good 
"I feel like I'm playing better and doing a lot more 
things," Culuko says. "I'm shooting off the dribble. I'm 
shaking and baking. I feel a lot more loose." 
That doesn't sound like the stand-still jumpshooter 
that CAA opponents have seen the last two years. 
"They're going to see a different player this year." 
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TIP TIME! 
Old Dominion set to defend CAA crown 
by Kevin Finch 
staff writer 
The race is on, and the team to 
beat appears to be the Lady 
Monarchs of Old Dominion. The 
two-time defending Colonial 
Athletic Association champions 
are poised to earn a third title as 
heavy preseason favorites. 
But JMU coach Shelia 
Moorman said it won't be an 
easy road for the Monarchs. 
"The feeling across the board 
in the conference is that none of 
us foresee them dominating the 
way they did a year ago," she 
said. "We'd like to think it's 
going to be a lot more 
competitive." 
Dominating — that describes 
ODU in the '92-'93 season. The 
Lady Monarchs went undefeated 
in the conference at 17-0 and 
advanced to the second round of 
the NCAA Tournament. The 
team takes a 23-game winning 
streak against CAA opponents 
into the *93-'94 season. 
Heather Hopkins 
Two-time CAA Player of the 
Year Celeste Hill leads a list of 
nine returning letterwinners. Hill, 
a senior forward, was second in 
the league in both scoring (16.1 
points per game) and field goal 
percentage (58.3 percent), fourth 
in rebounding and 10th in steals. 
Senior Deanna Vander Plas is 
expected to start at guard after 
starting 28 of the team's 30 
games last season. Vander Plas 
was a CAA All-Academic choice 
last season, and she averaged 7.4 
points per game with 71 assists 
and 52 steals. 
ODU's leading shotblocker, 
senior forward Lateefah 
Robinson, returns as an 
intimidating force down low. 
Also expected to see playing time 
are 5-foot-10 sophomore guard 
Shonda DeBerry and 5-foot-8 
senior guard Rhonda Singleton. 
One team hoping to challenge 
ODU is American. The Eagles 
return two starters from last 
year's team that went 15-13 and 
finished sixth in the CAA. 
AU's top returning player is 
sophomore guard Gail Wilkins, 
the 1993 CAA Rookie of the 
Year and a Second-Team All- 
CAA        selection. 
Wilkins started all 
28 games for the 
Eagles and 
averaged        14.9 
points per game. In 
addition, she ranked 
12th nationally 
in three-point 
accuracy on a 
team that 
ranked 15th in 
the nation in that 
category. 
Senior Kirsten 
Keller returns at 
the center position 
where she averaged 
11.2    points 
and 7.2 
rebounds per 
game. The 6- 
foot-4 Keller 
blocked    53 
shots       last 
season to lead 
t        h        e 
conference. 
Also 
expected   to 
see   playing 





appeared in 24 
games   for   the 
Eagles. 
The battle for playing time at 
the guard positions is up in the 
air. Junior Kim Connell played in 
26 games last season and is 
expected to compete with 
sophomore Jeri Dorezas for the 
starting position at point guard. 
The Richmond Spiders have 
the luxury of returning four 
starters. 
The team will rely on a trio of 
seniors to lead the way. Point 
guard Debbie Barnes started 24 
games, averaged 6.9 points per 
game and led the team in assists 
with 68. 
At center, 6-foot 3 Heidi Babb 
started the team's last 15 games 
and proved to be a force down 
low She averaged 6.8 points per 
game and led the team with 39 
blocks. 
She is joined in the blocks by 
6-foot-1 senior forward Ellen 
Bartuska. Bartuska is the team's 
leading returning scorer with 8.4 
points per game and the leading 
rebounder. 
Junior forward Ina Nicosia 
appeared in 25 games and is 
expected to battle for playing 
time. Junior Becky Loos and 
sophomore Patience Hughes will 
likely share time in the 
backcourt. 
Expectations are high in 
Patriot country, where George 
Mason returns four starters and 
seven letterwinners from a team 
that went 17-10 a year ago. 
GMU's backcourt combination 
of senior Marcell Harrison and 
sophomore Keri Chaconas is one 
of the finest in the conference. 
Harrison started in 26 games 
for the Patriots, she and led the 
team in scoring with an average 
of 14.6 points per game. She also 
led the team in steals (65) and 
assists (101). 
In only her first year, 
Chaconas averaged 8.9 points per 
game and was second on the 
team in assists with 67. 
Harrison's main target this 
season will be two-time All— 
CAA selection Nickie Hilton. 
The 6-foot-2 senior forward 
averaged 14.1 points per game 
and led the CAA in rebounding 
last season. 
William & Mary hopes to 
begin this season the way they 
finished in '93. The Tribe 
completed the season with an 
unimpressive record of 11-17 but 
made a miracle run in the CAA 
Tournament before falling in the 
championship game to ODU. 
The Tribe returns all five 
starters, including the team's first 
player in school history to be 
named to the CAA All- 
Conference first team— senior 
forward Ashleigh Akens, who 
averaged 14.1 points and 9.9 
rebounds per game. 
She is joined in the frontcourt 
by senior forward Marilyn 
Gayton, second on the team in 
scoring last season. 
At the guard position, the 
Tribe returns junior Aquendine 
Khasidis. She had a strong 
second half of the season and was 
named to the CAA All- 
Tournament team. 
Also at guard is sophomore 
Yolanda Settles who made a 
William & Mary school record of 
54 three-pointers last season. 
For UNC-Wilmington, things 
can't get any worse. The 
Seahawks finished 4-23 a year 
ago, and the team hasn't won a 
conference game in two seasons. 
But UNCW faithfuls are 
confident this year will be 
different. Under first-year coach 
Susan Yow, the Seahawks return 
nine letterwinners. 
The team's strength lies in the 
backcourt where sophomore 
Amber Blank returns. The CAA 
All-Rookie selection averaged 
9.1 points per game and led the 
team in three-point shooting with 
13. 
She is joined by senior Kim 
Bush and sophomore Tiffany 
Stacey who averaged 7.2 
and 7.0 points per game 
respectively. 
For East Carolina, the '93- 
'94 season is one of transition. 
The Pirates lost all five starters 
from last year's team and must 
rely on a corps of 
inexperienced players to fill 
the vacant positions. 
ECU's top returning 
players are senior center 
Janet Rodgerson  and 
sophomore        guard 
Tomekia Blackmon. 
Rodgerson is the 
team's only returning 
frontcourt 
letterwinner, but 
she did not start a 
game last season 
and   averaged 




off the bench, 
averaged 9.6 
points per game 
and was 
selected to the 
CAA All-Rookie team. She led 
the team in field goal percentage 
by converting 100 out of 165 
shots. 
The remainder of the team is 
inexperienced and unproven, and 
some new players must step up if 
ECU wants to contend. 
: l i 
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ODU unanimous pick to sweep CAA 
Dukes, East Carolina and UNC-W figure to challenge in wild eight-team race 
by Mike Wissot 
staff writer 
► Photos by 
Mike Heffner 
► Design by 
Grant Jerding 
There's really no way around it. 
Year-in and year-out, the JMU 
men's basketball team has come up 
short in the Colonial Athletic 
Association tournament under the 
tutelage of head coach Lefty 
Driesell. 
During the 1993-94 season, the 
Dukes' campaign will not get any 
easier. But unlike its previous four 
seasons as a favorite in the CAA, 
JMU will go in as the underdog. 
JMU will meet its toughest 
challenge against Old Dominion, 
which finished with a record of 21- 
8,11-3 in the CAA. 
The Monarchs feature a lethal 
offense led by sophomore center 
Odell Hodge, who average 14.7 
points per game and 9.1 rebounds 
per game. 
Hodge, who has been picked 
across the country as the preseason 
CAA Player of the Year, may prove 
to be the conference's top big man. 
Old Dominion must contend with 
a difficult non-conference schedule, 
with names like Virginia, Auburn, 
South Carolina and UC-Santa 
Barbara. 
Working in the front court with 
Hodge will be shooting forward 
Petey Sessoms (16.9 points-per- 
game). Sophomore forward Mario 
Mullen (10.8 ppg, 7.1 rebounds-per- 
game) aggravated a lower back 
injury this summer, and will sit out 
for an unspecified amount of time. 
"Old Dominion is the obvious 
front-runner," American head coach 
Chris Knoche said, who credited 
the Monarchs' talent mainly because 
of Hodge and Sessoms. "Those two 
guys are the best inside-outside 
combination in the league." 
Hodge and Sessoms were both 
named to the CAA's preseason first 
team. 
ODU's backcourt raises some 
concern for head coach Oliver 
Purnell with the graduation of Keith 
Jackson, who averaged 17 points per 
game last season. 
Senior guards Kevin Larkin and 
Kevin Swann will run the show this 
year. Swann, the Monarch point 
guard, received occasional starting 
roles last year, while the off-guard 
Larkin served as a back-up. 
In last year's post-season, the 
Monarchs were knocked out of the 
CAA Tournament with a first-round 
loss to East Carolina, the CAA 
Champions. 
UNC-Wilmington head coach Kevin 
Eastman expects ODU to play as the 
top contender this year. 
"Their strengths are the inside 
game and their quickness and how 
they utilize that in their defensive 
pressure," Eastman said. "They just 
wear you down." 
But Eastman may find his 
Seahawks put up a tough battle for 
first place the Monarchs. 
Sophomore center Darren Moore 
is one of the top offensive 
rebounders in the CAA, marking 
impressive numbers last season 
(10.6 ppg, 6.1 rpg). 
The Seahawks bring experience 
onto the court with senior forward 
Sherif El-Sanadily (9.3 ppg, 6.0 
rpg), who missed some action last 
season due to a foot injury. 
Junior forward Corey Stewart, a 
transfer from Virginia, will also play 
a major role in the Seahawks' 
offensive attack. 
Returning CAA Champion East 
Carolina is not out of the hunt to 
repeat. 
ECU brings back four starters: 
junior forward Anton Gill, senior 
guard Lester Lyons, senior forward 
Curley Young and sophomore point 
guard Kareem Richardson. 
Gill, a steady forward for the 
Pirates (10 ppg), is joined by junior 
college transfer Chuckie Robinson 
in the frontcourt. 
Lyons (15.4 ppg) and sophomore 
guard Kareem Richardson (7.1 ppg) 
are  two  of the 
quickest players 
on  the  ECU 
squad and will 






can be pretty good, if 
they can build off what 
they did last year," 
Richmond head coach 
Bill Dooley said. "They 
have a number of good 
players back." 
After a dismal  2-12 
CAA record, George Mason enters 
the new season with new head coach 
Paul Westhead. 
Westhead, notorious for his run- 
and-gun style of play at Loyola 
Marymount, said that he plans to 
continue the tradition and "score in 
the hundreds every game." 
Key players for the Patriots 
include sophomore forward Khyl 
Horton (8.5 ppg, 4.5 rpg), 
sophomore guard Troy Manns (1L3 
ppg) and junior forward Mark 
McGlone (9.7 ppg, 6.0 rpg). 
Horton and Manns should fit in 
nicely for Westhead's run-and-gun 
system and become big scorers. 
McGlone will probably repeat as the 
team's leading rebounder. 
Richmond's previous  10-4 
marking in the CAA will be 
difficult to match with all of this 
year's talent. The Spiders lost 
three starters, including Kenny 
Wood (15.9 ppg). 
Richmond's new campaign 
will highlight a three-guard 
offense of seniors Eugene 
Burroughs (8.4 ppg) and 
Gerald Jarmon (7.9 ppg) 
and junior Kass Weaver. 
Burroughs and Jarmon are solid 
guards, but freshman Damon Bacote 
could fill in one of the three guard 
positions quite smoothly. 
Senior forward Michael Hodges 
is the team's top returning scorer 
(9.8 ppg) and will receive some help 
from sophomore center Jeremy 
Metzger. 
American enters with a "nothing- 
to-lose and everything-to-win" 
outlook for a CAA Championship. 
But with sophomore guard Darryl 
Franklin (7.5 ppg) and junior 
forward Tim Fudd (9.9 ppg), the 
Eagles will try to sneak up and 
surprise their opponents. 
William & Mary will have to try 
and recover from the graduation of 
forwards Todd Cauthorn and 
Thomas Roberts, both double-digit 
scorers 
The most positive aspect of the 
Tribe is its back court, featuring 
junior guard Kurt Small (15.7 ppg) 
and sophomore guard Matt Verkey 
(10.3 ppg). 
Because of the Tribe's weak front 
court, expect opponents to pressure 
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Women look to contend with rival ODU 
Freshmen add height to lineup, but Dukes continue to deal with injury factor 
by Kevin Finch 
staff writer 
Following an injury-plagued 1992-93 
season, head coach Shelia Moorman and 
the JMU women's basketball team is 
poised to unseal Old Dominion as 
Colonial Athletic Association champions. 
Last year, JMU played most of its 
conference games with only eight players. 
"I think we're in kind of a unique 
situation in that we have a small nucleus 
of pretty seasoned veterans," Moorman 
said. "I say that by virtue of the fact that 
there arc kids who had to play a whole lot 
of minutes last year with our injury 
situation." 
At guard, the Dukes return senior Gail 
Shelly, who started 24 games last year and 
led the team in minutes played, assists 
(98), steals (59) and three-point field goals 
(19). 
Junior guard Christina Lee was a CAA 
All-Defensive selection, and was the only 
player to start all 27 games for Dukes. She 
averaged 10.6 points a game last year. 
Also returning at the guard position is 
junior Mary Eileen Algco, who made 16 
starts for the Dukes last season. 
Freshman redshirt forward Sarah 
Schrcib played two games last year before 
suffering a knee injury. She is also back. 
"Sarah is by far the healthiest of the 
injured reserve from a year ago," 
Moorman said. "She has worked very 
hard. She looks very good." 
Moorman is also hopeful that 
sophomore medical redshirts Krissy 
Heinbaugh, the 1992 CAA Rookie of the 
Year, and junior forward Jackie Pratt will 
be back by January. 
"When we gel everybody back, we're 
going to have some versatility and depth at 
positions that we wouldn't have had a year 
ago if we had been healthy," Moorman 
said. 
A key to this depth is the addition of 
three freshmen over 6-fool-l — Carla 
Houser from Williamsporl, Md., Jen 
Williams of Elizabclhtown, Pcnn. and Jen 
Turczyn of Allcnlown, Pcnn. 
Moorman believes this trio can make 
big contributions. 
"They're definitely going to help us," 
Carla Houser 
MIKE HEFfNER 
Guard Gail Shelly is the only senior for the Dukes, leading the team in minutes played, assists, steals and three-pointers. 
she said. "They bring with them some 
good athletic ability and great size, and we 
need for them to come along quickly and 
be able to give us valuable minutes. 
"Our three new kids can add a 
dimension we haven't had," Moorman 
added. "You can't teach 6-foot-2 or 6- 
foot-3. You can't teach the kind of 
athleticism that   Carla Houser has." 
They will join sophomore forward 
Heather Hopkins, an All-Rookie team 
selection, and junior forward Kara Ratliff, 
a Second Team All-CAA selection last 
season. 
Before injuries to Heinbaugh and 
sophomore guard Jackie Freeman, the 
three-point was an important aspect of the 
the Dukes offensive attack. 
In '92-'93, JMU shot a league-low 22.8 
percent from three-point range. Although 
Heinbaugh is injured and Freeman is out 
for the season recovering from a knee 
injury, Moorman is not discarding the 
three-pointer. 
"I like die three-point shot, and I'm not 
giving up on it," she said. "I think 
[Shelley, Algeo and Schreib] can shoot it, 
and we're not going to give up on it as 
pan of our arsenal." 
Moorman believes that the ability to 
make the three-pointer can open up other 
aspects of the team's game. 
"My philosophy in terms of the three- 
point shot has always been that it is 
complementary to the rest of our game," 
she said. "I would like to be able to shoot 
the three enough to keep defenses honest. 
We want to have the ability to score inside 
and outside." 
The Dukes will need a balanced attack 
to overtake Old Dominion, which returns 
two-time CAA Player of die Year Celeste 
Hill, and is the preseason favorite to 
capture their third consecutive CAA tide. 
But Moorman doesn't think it will be 
an easy road for the Monarchs. 
The feeling across the board in the 
conference is that none of us foresee them 
dominating the way they did a year ago," 
she said. "We'd like to think it's going to 
be a lot more compeiiUve." 
As the Dukes prepare to lip off the 
season, Moorman says that it is loo early 
to predict how good the learn will be. 
"While 1 like whal I've seen in practice 
to this point, to make any statement as to 
whal kind of learn we'll be is very, very 
premature," she said. "The kids that arc 
oul there arc working very hard. They're 
an exceptionally dedicated and very 
coachablc group." 
The Dukes begin their season Nov. 26 
at Virginia Commonwealth. 
POSTITION: Center 
HEIGHT: 6-foot-2 
HOMETOWN: Williamsport, Md. 
HIGH SCHOOL: USA Today All- 
America honorable mention as a 
senior at Williamsport High School... Had 1,214 
career points and 1,049 career rebounds. All- 
County and All-League three times. 
SHELIA SAYS: "Carla has the rare combination 
of size and athleticism we haven't seen in our 
program since Syd Beasley (JMU Class of '88). 
She is a leaper and is a very aggressive, physical 
player for whom the sky is the limit." 




HOMETOWN: Allentown, Penn. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned USA 
Today honorable mention All- 
America honors ... Named to All-East Penn 
Conference First Team in 1993 and Second 
Team in 1992. 
SHELIA SAYS: "Jen is a finesse forward who 
runs the floor very well. With contiued work on 
her outside shots she could eventually swing 







HIGH SCHOOL: Earned USA 
Today honorable mention All-America honors... 
Named 1993 Lancaster Intelligencer-Journal and 
Lancaster New Era Athlete of the Year... 
Scored school record 1,342 points in her career. 
SHELIA SAYS: "Jen is a great combination of 
size, mobility and low post skills. We feel strongly 
that she will be an impact player in our program 
and the CAA." 
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Added versatility key to Ratliff s game 
JMU's leading returning scorer looking to combine power with her finesse style of play 
by Jason Ruggiero 
staff writer 
As a second team All-Colonial Athletic 
Association selection last year, junior 
power forward Kara Ratliff is not about to 
sit back and think about last year's 
accomplishments. 
Ratliff, the Dukes' leading returning 
scorer at 14.1 points per game, was the 
Dukes' second leading rebounder with 6.1 
rebounds per game. 
"I am hoping to build off last season, 
and I think that I've set a pretty good 
foundation," Ratliff said. "I am hoping to 
mix it up a little bit and work inside more 
than last year." 
Ratliff, at 6-foot-2, was recruited out of 
Paul VI High School in Fairfax to 
strengthen the Dukes' frontcourt. 
During high school, Ratliff was twice 
named to the Washington Post's All- 
Metro team, scoring 1,666 points and 
ended her career by having her jersey 
retired. 
She has proved that she can stroke the 
15-foot jumper and occasionally stroke the 
three pointer, which has made her a threat 
both inside and outside. 
"We thought that there might have been 
a lot of people that overlooked her because 
there were some slightly bigger and 
slightly more talented players in the 
Northern Virginia area," JMU head coach 
Shelia Moorman said. "We thought that 
she had a good future ahead of her, and 
she has proven to be just the player we had 
hoped her to be." 
Although she didn't play many minutes 
until midway through her freshman 
season, Ratliff was able to demonstrate her 
abilities every day in practice. 
Once Ratliff got her first start, she 
didn't leave, starting 10 of JMU's last 11 
games. 
"She really brings a big heart to the 
basketball court and she gives everything 
she has every day in practice," Moorman 
said. "She is a very coachable player." 
Ratliff finished her freshman year 
averaging 3.9 points and 2.7 rebounds per 
game. 
She said that she will never forget the 
rigors of her successful but challenging 
rookie season. 
"It was totally different from high 
school because, back then, only one or two 
people carried the team," Ratliff said. 
"The expectations Coach Moorman has of 
us to be really balanced student athletes 
was a real shock freshman year." 
After putting in a lot of work on her 
shooting   and   conditioning   in   the 
offseason, Ratliff entered her sophomore 
season with the goal of helping the team 
win basketball games. 
"She is a real leader because she is 
someone we can go to down low late in 
the game if we need a basket," junior 
guard Christina Lee said. "She really 
opens things up for the guards also 
because she attracts so much attention in 
the middle." 
Ratliff, the team's Most Valuable 
Player last year, was also voted to the 
LaSalle Classic All-Tournament team with 
a 21-point performance in a 92-61 
drubbing of Central Connecticut State. 
She led the team in scoring IS times 
last season, and hit double-figures on 22 
occasions. 
Ratliff dropped in a career-high 25 
points last season in a 88-58 drubbing of 
Maryland-Baltimore County, and hit the 
game-winning basket with 37 seconds left 
in a 65-62 win over Viginia 
Commonwealth. 
"The whole,year wasn't anything that I 
expected," Ratliff said. "I never expected 
to step in and contribute that much to the 
team as a sophomore." 
But when the team was strapped with a 
swell of injuries that left Moorman with 
only eight healthy players, Ratliff s role 
changed from one of a Contibutor to a 
team leader. 
Krissy Heinbaugh was redshirted 
because of a bout with mononucleosis, but 
Ratliff held strong and became a CAA 
statistical leader. 
Ratliff credits her coaches for her 
improved sophomore year. She said her 
inside game is improving with help of the 
individual breakdown drills that they do 
each day in practice. 
Ratliff said assistant coach Andy 
Morrison, who works with the inside 
players, has had a special impact on her 
game. 
"She has really helped me to figure out 
different moves to do against different 
defenses," Ratliff said. 
With the abundance of big players at 
her position this year, Ratliff said that she 
has been working on her power game. She 
has always been primarily a finesse player. 
At this point, with the team having only 
one senior in captain Gail Shelly, Ratliff 
will be one of the juniors called upon to 
provide leadership. 
"She has shown a lot of positive 
leadership qualities to the practice court 
everyday," Moorman said. 
"She's a pleasure to coach because she 
brings a great work ethic and a great 
attitude to our program." 
THE   KARA RATLIFF FILE 
YEAR G-GS FG-FGA FG% PPG REB MIN 
'91-'92  22-10     38-82       46.3     3.9     2.7   15.27 
'92-'93  27-22    152-345     44.1     14.1     6.1    30.81 




Junior forward Kara Ratliff will tie a key part of Shelia Moorman's Inside game 
this season. Ratliff led the Dukes with a 14.1 scoring average and 6.1 
rebounds per game last season. *% 
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Women's game continues to gain support 
by Alison Boyce 
editor 
Women's basketball used to be 
a sidelight to the men's team, 
relying on doubleheadera to bring 
in spectators and interest 
No longer. Suddenly, women's 
basketball is popping up on 
network television, si 
games far in adjg 




said. 'HThe level of play     Erne 
up andpeople have noi 
ThMinmber of j Hpals 
who" laVe attended^ tomen's 
basketball gamesa iearly 
doubled since I9SBH$n the 
NCAA began keepirflfetetistics 
on* women's isketball 
attendance. 
In'1982, attendance-was just 
under 2.4 million. Ji 1993, it 
reached an all-time high of more 
than 4.7 million. 
For many coaches, women's 
basketball today is a whole 
different world from when they 
played. 
"You have to think way back 
when to the history of women's 
basketball," University of 
Richmond coach Tammy Holder 
said. "It was not fun,to.watch. 
You couldn't take twtrbr three 
steps, or two or three dribbles." 
According to East-Carolina 
coach Rosie Thompsoi£the size 
of players has made an impact in 
the level of play in women's 
basketball. Being 6rfoot-3 or 
taller is no longer unusual. 
"We didn't see that seven 
years ago, especially even when I 
WOMEN'S NCAA ATTENDANCE 
Attendance at women's NCAA basketball games has skyrocketed since 1982 when 
figures were first kept. The attendance figures do not Include attendance at 





'82    '83    '84    '85    *86    '87    '88    '89    *90    '91     '92    *93 
played," she said. "At 5-foot-9,1 
was considered a big player 
then." 
The Big Ten ted the league in 
conference attendance in 1993, 
averaging more than 2,000 
spectators per game. The 
Colonial Athletic Association had 
an average attendance of S32 
people per game. 
Media attention to the 
women's game reached perhaps 
its highest peak in the 1992-1993 
season when Vanderbilt and 
Tennessee, the top two teams in 
the nation, met up. The game 
sold out all 15,317 seats at 
Vanderbilt two weeks in advance. 
"It was so exciting to be a part 
of that game," Tennessee coach 
Pat Summitt said. "I didn't 
realize until I got into the gym 
how exciting it was going to be. 
The fans made that game an 
event." 
JMU coach Shelia Moorman 
said although the women's game 
is not identical to the men's, she 
said it still has. its own excitement 
level. 
'It has its own flavor, its own 
style," she said. "It is exciting 
and marketable, and there is a 
population out there that is 
attracted to and enjoys women's 
basketball." 
University scholarships and 
recognition have also played a 
GRANT JERDING 
large role in the rise of the 
women's game, according to 
UNC-Wilmmgtdn coach Susan 
Yow. 
"People on the high school and 
junior high level begin to see that 
there is an interest, that 
someone's daughter could get a 
scholarship to fulfill her athletic 
talents," she said. "I think you 
have to give a huge credit to the 
.universities for opening the door 
and putting the money into the 
programs." 
Title IX, the amendment 
created to bar sex discrimination 
by institutions that receive 
federal aid, has paved a path for 
women's basketball. 
"I think Title IX has created 
the opportunity," Vanderbilt 
coach Jim Foster said. "If there 
wasn't a law, I don't think there 
would be as many opportunities. 
I think it's as simple as that." 
But coaches.are quick to point 
out that although they'd like the 
television coverage of their male 
counterparts, that doesn't 
necessarily mean they want their 
programs run the same way. 
"I don't think any of us are 
trying to necessarily duplicate 
men's basketball," Thatcher said. 
"In fact, I hope we're trying to 
learn from some of the errors 
they're, making." 
Coaches want to stay away 
from the pitfall of forgetting that 
players are students first and 
athletes second, sometimes lost in 
the media spotlight of the larger 
men's programs. 
"We lose the perspective of it 
being an '"■ educational 
productivity," Yow said. "It does 
become a business, and we're 
moving in that area. You wish 
you could keep both, but I don't 
mink you can." 
The field of competitors for 
the NCAA Tournament expanded 
from 48 to 64 teams this .year, 
with the Final Four taking place 
in Richmond. 
The feeling is that one day in 
the near future, women's 
basketball will be just as popular 
as the men's program. 
"You have to have something 
people want to see," Old 
Dominion coach Wendy Larry 
said. "With the improvement of 
play and size, just putting 
something out there that's 
exciting and enjoyable — then I 
think it'll automatically happen." 
Guard develops new love for game at JMU 
Christina Lee 'makes things happen' as a CM All-Defensive Player 




Give Shelia Moorman and the JMU 
coaching staff credit for getting Christina 
Lee to really enjoy basketball. 
"There have been times when I've 
wanted to stop playing, to give it up," Lee 
a junior guard, said. "Before coming to 
JMU, I didn't even like basketball all that 
much. But now I've learned so much 
more, and we have fun on the court. I 
wouldn't know what to do with myself if I 
had all that free time." 
Now she excells, after averaging 10.6 
points per game and being named to the 
Colonial Athletic Association All- 
Defensive Team last season. 
"I'd like to be named to the all- 
defensive team again this year, but what I 
really want is for this team to get back into 
the NCAAs." she said. "I have really high 
expectations for this team. It's the best 
team we've had since I've been here. 
There's a lot of talent on the court." 
After a string of injuries sidelined last 
year's starters, Lee was among the players 
asked to step up and play more minutes. 
"I got to play much more than I'd 
expected last year," she said. "I was 
playing over 30 minutes a game, which 
was hard. You can't go all out because 
you know you have to save some energy 
for the end of the game." 
Lee was the starting shooting guard, but 
will see some playing time as the back-up 
point guard. 
"Chris is a good, solid ball handler with 
good speed and quickness," coach Shelia 
Moorman said. "Despite her defensive 
strengths, she makes things happen on 
both ends of the court." 
With two nationally ranked teams 
coming to play at JMU, the Dukes are 
looking to cause some upsets. 
"I think we'll be very competitive this 
season," Lee said. "Playing against Ohio 
State and Iowa at the Convo just makes us 
want to knock off some top 25 teams." 
Moorman also hopes to see Lee's 
leadership qualities develop. 
"I expect her to provide leadership on 
the court," Moorman said. "Christina is 
vocal, and she is needed to stir up 
enthusiasm." 
Lee said she considers herself to be 
relatively quiet off the court although her 
years of playing have helped her become 
more vocal outside of the game. 
"It's believed that girls are generally 
more passive in academic settings," Lee 
said. "Basketball has made me more 
naturally vocal. If given the chance, I'll 
talk your ear off." 
A human communication major with a 
specialty in public relations, Lee hopes to 
someday become involved in pro athletics. 
"My dream is to do [public relations] 
work for the Charlotte Hornets," she said. 
As for now, Lee spends most of her 
time improving her game and doing her 
share to get the Dukes to the NCAAs. 
"I want to get something done before I 
get out of here," she said, "this year's 
team has the talent to do it." 
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Dukes struggle to stay healthy 
Four players will miss season or out indefinitely with injuries 
by Craig Landis 
staff writer 
When a key player goes down with an 
injury, a team makes adjustments. When 
three or four players are hurt, a team must 
do more than adjust, they must overcome. 
For much of last season, JMU women's 
basketball roster consisted of eight healthy 
players, yet the team earned a No. 2 seed 
in the conference tournament and finished 
the season at 16-11. 
"I really think the key was attitudinal," 
head coach Shelia Moorman said. "None 
of us cared to use it as an excuse, and we 
decided to do the best we could with what 
we had. And that was the attitude of the 
staff and the players." 
Moorman says that attitude has carried 
over to this year's team, which is still 
having its problems with injuries. 
Overall, four players will either miss 
the season or are out indefinitely. 
Senior Andrea Woodson, who started 
last season at center for JMU, decided to 
end her career this, year after four years of 
bilateral arthritis in her hips. She now 
works as a student assistant coach. 
'It was a very hard decision," Woodson 
said. "I had to make the decision on a 
deadline, and I didn't make it until the 
• deadline." 
Another former starter who is now out 
for the season is Jackie Freeman, who last 
December suffered a torn anterior cruciate 
ligament in her right knee. 
Freeman played just 11 games last 
season before suffering her injury. 
Sophomore forward Krissy Heinbaugh, 
CAA Rookie of the Year two years ago, is 
out indefinitely due to a torn peroneal 
tendon in her left ankle. 
"I get my cast off on Dec. 3, and if my 
tendon is stabilized I can begin 
rehabilitation after that," Heinbaugh said. 
Heinbaugh sat out last season with 
mononucleosis. While Moorman is 
anxious to see Heinbaugh return, she said, 
"At this point we don't know what kind of 
player she is, it's been so long since we 
had her." 
Heinbaugh averaged 14 points per 
game in the five games she played last. 
season. 
"It's frustrating," Heinbaugh said. "I'm 
here to support the team 100 percent and 
be positive. But things happen." 
Moorman says the team has 
compensated for the injured players, but 
the effect on the season will be hard to 
judge. 
"These are not role players that have 
been injured and that were missing," 
Moorman said. "These were kids that were 
potentially good enough, if they were 
healthy, to start." 
One player Moorman expects to 
contribute in the backcourt this season is 
Danielle Powell, who is also struggling 
with injury. She is recovering from 
exploratory surgery on her knee two 
weeks ago. She is expected back within 
two weeks. 
1 don't think it'll be as significant as 
last year," Powell said of the team's 
injuries this season. 
"I think we'll have depth," Powell 
added. "We have depth at the post. We 
Anatomy of the women's 
basketball team 
• Andrea Woodson - biiaierai hipathrttis. 
Out for Mason. 
• Danielle POWell - torn muscle In right knee. 
Expected back first gam*. 
• JaCMe Freeman - torn ligament In right 
knee suffered last Dec. Played just 11 game* last 
season, and will miss all this season. 
have three new big girls that are doing 
well." 
Powell feels the injuries last year gave 
other players a chance to play, giving the 
team experience they might not have had 
with everyone healthy. 
Players that are coming off of injuries, 
but are now playing are sophomore 
forward Jackie Pratt and freshman forward 
Sarah Schreib. 
Pratt who was a medical redshirt last 
season, suffered a torn patella tendon in 
her left knee last February which she 
rcinjured in late summer. She underwent 
arthroscopic surgery in October and is 
back playing with the team now. 
Schreib played just 11 minutes last 
season before suffering a torn anterior 
cruciate ligament in her right knee. She 
was redshirted and is now playing with the 
team. 
Moorman feels the on-going injury 
problem is the result of nothing but bad 
luck. "We haven't done anything different 
in our program for 12 seasons," she said. 
"I think our conditioning and our 
preparation is always excellent. I don't 
think there is anything you can attribute it 
to except that's just the way it goes 
sometimes." 
Heinbaugh feels attitude can play a part 
when the team has injured players. "I 
think it depends on the outlook of 
everyone. If your always looking down, it 
will hinder things." 
Heinbaugh also says the adversity can 
have a positive effect on the team. "It pulls 
the team together in a way." 
Moorman said, "We just have to 
continue to work hard. And in terms of 
sports medicine that there on top of the 
kids that are returning in terms of giving 
them the proper care—and then you just 
cross your fingers." 
MIKE HEFTNER 
Mary Eileen Algeo 
Algeo settles 
into roles as 
starter, leader 
by Amy Keller 
staff writer  
Sometimes, one player's 
misfortune can turn into another 
player's lucky break. 
Injuries forced the Dukes to 
look to its younger, less- 
experienced players to step up and 
contribute. And that's exactly what 
junior guard Mary Eileen Algeo 
did and hopes to continue doing. 
"Because of all the injuries, I 
got more playing time than I had 
gotten previously," Algeo said. 
"Mary went from being a sub to 
being a starter in conference play," 
coach Shelia Moorman said. "She 
really took advantage of her 
opportunity to lead the team." 
A native of Lansdale, Penn., 
Algeo scored more than 1,000 
points in her scholastic career at 
Landsdale Catholic High School 
before moving on to JMU. 
Having played more than 10 
years of organized basketball, 
Algeo was accustomed to the 
competitive level of play. 
"When I was little, all of my 
brothers and sisters used to play," 
she said. "So I used to go down to 
the playground with them, and 
they taught me how to play." 
With all of her years of 
experience, Algeo was ready to 
step up arid face the challenge. 
"Mary Eileen is a very 
consistent player," Moorman said. 
"She makes it easy for her 
teammates to play with her on the 
court because they always know 
what to expect from her." 
Algeo has accepted her 
leadership role with enthusiasm. 
"I hope to contribute to 
everything we do," she said. "If 
that means playing over 30 
minutes a game that's what I'll 
do." 
Algeo spends much of her time 
concentrating on improving her 
game and trying to help the team. 
"This team can definitely go a 
long way," she said. "We have 
good chemistry on the court, and 
we're out to have fun, so I predict 
we'll do well." 
~* 
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BASKETBALL PREVIEW 1993-94 
1993-94 SCHEDULE 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Nov. 27  at Virginia Commonwealth 
Nov. 30  HOWARD 
Dec. 3-4 at Purdue Inv. (Purdue vs. 
JMU, W. Mich. vs. Indiana St.) 
Dec. 10   LaSALLE 
Dec. 20   ARKANSAS STATE 
Dec. 22  RUTGERS 
Dec. 28  at Furman 
Dec. 31   at Minnesota 
Jan. 4    LIBERTY 
Jan. 8    OLD DOMINION 
Jan. 12   WILLIAM & MARY 
Jan. 15   at George Mason 
Jan. 19   AMERICAN 
Jan. 22   UNC-WILMINGTON 
Jan. 26   at East Carolina 
Jan. 29   at Richmond 
Feb. 2    MORGAN STATE 
Feb. 5    at Old Dominion 
Feb. 7   at William & Mary 
Feb. 12   GEORGE MASON 
Feb. 16   at American 
Feb. 19   EAST CAROLINA 
Feb. 23   at UNC-Wilmington 
Feb. 26   RICHMOND 
Feb. 28   at UNC-Charlotte 
March   at CAA Tournament 
5-7      Richmond Coliseum 
JMU home games are at 7:30 p.m. 
1993-94 SCHEDULE 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Nov. 26   at Virginia Commonwealth 
Nov. 29    COPPIN STATE 
Dec. 4-5   at Carrier Classic at Syracuse, 
N.Y. 
Dec. 11   OHIO STATE 
Dec. 19   IOWA 
Dec. 22   at St. Peter's 
Dec. 30   ROBERT MORRIS 
Jan. 2-4    at Fun 'N' Sun Tournament in 
Miami 
Jan. 14    WILLIAM & MARY 
Jan. 16    OLD DOMINION 
Jan. 20    at George Mason 
Jan. 23    at American 
Jan. 25    VIRGINIA TECH 
Jan. 28    at UNC-Wilmington 
Jan. 30    at East Carolina 
Feb. 3     RICHMOND 
Feb. 11    at William & Mary 
Feb. 13   at Old Dominion 
Feb. 17   GEORGE MASON 
Feb. 20   AMERICAN 
Feb. 25    UNC-WILMINGTON 
Feb. 27   EAST CAROLINA 
March 3   at Richmond 
March    CAA TOURNAMENT 
10-12     JMU Convocation Center 
Sunday home games at 3 p.m. All others at 7:30 p.m. 
The Magic Number MIKE HEFFNER 
JMU Is the only team In the country to claim a share of the league regular season title four 
stra ght years. But the Dukes have also been upset In the conference tournament four 
straight years. Head coach Lefty Drlesell says he's placing a greater emphasis on having fun 
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ocus 
to compensate for demand over Thanksgiving holiday 
ZERR1CK PEARSON 
each ring. 
After three days, the rings are combined by 
pairs into 32-foot rings. 
Once six more days have passed the rings are 
removed completely and the maturing turkeys 
are given free run of the starter end, which 
occupies one- third of the house's total space. 
Poults will remain in the starter end for six to 
seven weeks. 
"The birds get used to running back and forth 
from heat sources as well as running into more 
food and water," Shifflett said. 
The turkeys are allowed into the grow-out end 
for another six to seven weeks, where the 
abundance of food and water is the same as in the 
starter end but there is 
twice as much space for 
the birds to roam and 
grow. 
At the end of a 15- 
week cycle, the average 
hen grows to 16-17 
pounds. The average 
torn requires an 18-week 
cycle and grows to 25-30 
pounds. 
Thanksgiving turkeys 
are mainly hens because 
of their lighter weight. 
They might be taken for processing slightly 
earlier in the growth cycle during the holidays so 
that the ideal weight can be achieved. 
"We're a market-oriented company, so if the 
order is for a lighter bird, they [collection crews 
from the plant] will take them a week earlier," 
said Rick Shifflett, a grower for Rocco Turkey 
Division. 
"We grow birds year-round, regardless of the 
season." 
Birds are collected at the end of the growing 
cycle and taken by trucks to their respective 
processing sites: Rocco Turkeys in Dayton or 
Wampler-Longacre in Hinton. 
In these facilities, the turkeys are hung on a 
line, slaughtered by machine, plucked, gutted and 
cleaned. There are inspectors at every step of the 
process to ensure that the correct procedure is 
followed. 
Wampler-Longacre finds the bulk of its 
business throughout Virginia and in the 
Philadelphia area. 
Rocco, which sells its products under the 
Shadybrook Farms brand name, distributes on the 
East Coast between Virginia and Boston. 
Both companies have grown through the years 
and now co-exist in an industry where 
competition is based more on advertising and 
marketing than it is on quality. 
"A turkey's a turkey, basically," Mason said. 
"Most everybody in the 
industry does a pretty 
good job; all of us have 
quality. The biggest thing 
we need to do is teach the 
consumer more ways and 
uses for turkey that the 
average person on the 
street isn't aware of." 
May said, "There's 
always a way we can do 
what we're doing better 
and in a more-efficient 
fashion." 
Many see  the significance of turkey  at 
Thanksgiving but value the holiday for different 
reasons. 
"It's not a celebration of Thanksgiving as much 
as it is just going home," sophomore Becky 
Brown said. 
"It's not the day, particularly. It's that I like 
having it with my family, and that's more 
important." 
Sophomore Kim Robinson said, "It's really 
about giving than/ s for what we have."- 
However, for some the traditional turkey 
dinner makes the day complete. 
"I like the turkey if it's cooked right," junior 
James Hawkins said. "In my family, it's about the 
turkey." 
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CONDO AUCTION 
University Place 
"Why Rent When You Can Buy?" 
TMrs. Dec 9 at 12 no0ti 
Three - 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condos 
Two - 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condos 
>>V' I   ■• >:''I i"i"!:• ■'l'Y;'i r'm'i I' i •'|T• '"IIII ■ i■'■ ■   I i  Mlli r MilllVlViIII:MlnTillfiiI'MiiiIflVlVliiii:iVlTiY-TlViii'lTl'VT'•    ■ i 
All Units Located Only Minutes from 
the James Madison Campus. Assessed 
Value $55,000 to $59,500. Minimum 
Bid $8,000 per Unit. 
For More Information Call Jim Woltz or Bill Neuhoff 
Woltz & Associates Inc. 
1-800-551-3588    Brokers#&Associates    703-342-3560 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 29.7:00 PM 
WORLD AIDS WEEK   tfffijfc 
0*ct»* 
"MOTHER GOOSE, MADONNA, AND THE MEDIA'S 
INFLUENCE ON OUR LIVES", By Jay Friedman 
Grafton Stovall Theater 
Sponsored by Residence Life, TFC, IHC, Panhellenic and the HealthCenter 
WEDNESDAY December 1 WORLD AIDS DAY. 8:00 PM 
"LIVING WITH HIV" 
Taylor Hall Room 304 
A panel of three individuals whose lives have been affected by HIV/AIDS. 
MONDAY Nov. 29 ■ THURSDAY Dec 2.10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
INFORMATION TABLE, Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby. 
Red Ribbons, enter a raffle, read the Historical rune Line, express your feelings about 
this disease and the affects it has had on your life. Resources and information, free con- 
doms. Christmas canned foods for the benefa of Valley AE>S network may be dropped 
by this table. 
ART DISPLAY- Carrier Library Lobby 
December 1-World AIDS Pav 
"Dimming of the Lights" 
This will be a visual demonstration of the world wide commitment to stop the spread of 
AIDS. We ask you to place a candle (like the ones used on holidays) in the window of 
■ your office, room, apartment, or house. 
MOVIE: "TIME TO REMEMBER", Commuter Student Lounge, 
December 1, 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
WORLD AIDS DAY POSTAL STAMPS AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1 
WORLD AIDS WEEK Sponsored by JMU Health Center, Pre-Med Society (AED) and 
the World AIDS Week Planning Committee. 
For more information call, 568-6177. 
Williamson I i\i±\i< 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
THE STUDENT'S PHARMACY 
• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs. 
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse. 
• Convenient Delivery. 
10% DISCOUNT 
with student I.D. 
Approved Charge Accounts Welcome 
1015 Harrison St. 
(Behind J.M.'s) 
434-2372 
J\ (Toppings only $1.00)        /\ 
^20" Round Plzza^ 
433-3776 
^P** 'nches ofP^. 
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STAR W - 
PIZZA Any Lar&e 
.„-. One Topping 
83333 Pizza l****l 
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PIZZA       Two Big 12"  j 
Subs & Two   j 
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provides aid to Vietnamese 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
senior writer 
On a 20-hour plane ride home from a 
country left bare and desolate by a 
controversial war, an idea was bom. 
After a 1992 May session class, 10 
JMU students and associate professor of 
management Dr. Roger H. Ford were 
flying back from a tour of Vietnam, when 
Ford came up with the idea for Friends of 
Viet Nam, Inc. After the slay in Vietnam, 
the group had been left wondering what 
they could do to help a country that was in 
the slow, painful (MOMS of moving from 
communism to capitalism. 
Friends of Vietnam's primary 
objectives, Ford said, arc to help displaced 
refugees in the United Slates and lo assist 
young people in Vietnam in learning 
English. 
"The purpose is to participate in a 
decade of healing between the U.S. and 
the Vietnamese people," Ford said. 
Graduate student Nan Nguyen was also 
on thai flight back to the United Slates. 
Seeing the conditions in Vietnam, where 
his parents were born, changed his attitude 
toward the Vietnamese, he said. 
Nguyen said he fell a calling lo help 
other young people who did not have the 
same opportunities he had in the United 
Slates. Vietnamese people arc poor, 
malnourished and uneducated, he said. 
"I almost felt a sense of duly to help," 
Nguyen said. "I was 21 when I went, and 
there were people my age who were half 
my size. I felt lucky to be in the U.S., to 
have an education." 
Senior Christy Dcnslow, who is half 
Vietnamese, also went on first trip to 
Vietnam. Dcnslow has family in Vietnam, 
and she met her relatives for the First lime 
on that trip. "For me, that was the best part 
of the trip," she said. 
Friends is a non-profit, tax-exempt 
corporation that for the most part raises 
funds to fulfill its primary objectives. 
According to Ford, Friends has raised 
about $6,000 in the last year. S4,(XK) has 
been used to help refugees in ihc United 
Stales. The rest is earmarked for the 
group's newest project, the Madison 
Center for American Studies. 
MCAS, which will opens in early IW4, 
is a school in Vietnam that will teach 
English to Vietnamese students. Ford is 
going to go back to Vietnam in January to 
deliver the funds lor the school. 
Friends is hoping lo IJC able to secure a 
room in an old school for MCAS in the 
city of Da Nang, Ford said. 
The school will have four classes in the 
first year. The first level will be an 
introduction to verbal English and ihc 
second will include written English. 
Intermediate and advanced levels will also 
be offered at the school. 
According to Ford, Friends chose to 
teach English at the school because ihcy 
recognized English as the international 
language during their travels. 
"English language capacity for a young 
person means getting a job in a hotel 
versus working on a street corner as a 
thief, a hustler or a prostitute," Ford said. 
According lo Ford, if the school docs 
well in its first year and if money remains 
available. Friends would like lo expand 
and create similar schools elsewhere in 
Vietnam. Ford said he hopes lo do this by 
gelling other colleges and universities 
involved in the project. 
"If we are successful at fund-raising, 
we would like to offer more programs in 
other cities and hire more teachers," 
Ford said. 







Call Your PAPA! 
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Free Garlic Butter and 
Pepperoncini Peppers 
with each Pizza 
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Want a      g, 
Computer 
But think you just can't afford one. 
Well think again... 
The JMU Computer Program is now placing several 
of our Demo computers and printers on sale. 
For example, you can purchase a: 
• Macintosh Classic II for $699 
• Macintosh PowerBook 160 for $1399 
Zenith 486sx with DOS 6.0 & Windows 3.1 for $1099 
• Apple Color Printer for $599 
Plus... 
• Get a special on a new IBM 386sx laptop for $1249 
and receive Microsoft Works or a $50 credit towards 
the purchase of a printer of your choice. 
For information regarding specials on other Demo equipment, please contact the 
JMU Computer Program located in the JMU Bookstore at 568-3989. 
(All Demo items are sold as-is, no exchanges or returns will be accepted) 
n 
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Vietnam  
continued from page 17 
Dcnslow said she also saw evidence for 
educational development. She saw 
children in the streets looking for money 
for English classes. 
"Here, we go to school for free," 
Denslow said. "It was weird seeing them 
have to work to learn English." 
According to Ford, Friends want to heal 
the wounds caused by the Vietnam War 
and to help Vietnam emerge into a free 
market economy. 
In Harrisonburg, Friends has officially 
sponsored through immigration officials 
one Vietnamese family. The group has 
helped the family find an apartment and 
has assisted them in getting food, drivers' 
licenses and a car. They also taught the 
family to speak English and how to drive. 
Friends also assisted two other families 
and about 12 people in Harrisonburg by 
providing social services, Ford said. 
Tarn Duong and her family were one of 
the families helped by Friends. Duong, 
who has been in the United States for six 
months, said she enjoys her freedom here. 
"We like being in the United States 
very much," Duong said. "This is really 
the country of freedom." 
Friends helped Duong get a job at the 
Sheraton. She is also a student at JMU. 
"[Friends of Vietnam] are a very good 
friend to us," Duong said. 
In addition to establishing links with 
Vietnamese families in the United States, 
some students have found their roots in 
Vietnam. 
Sophomore Terrie Duong was born in 
Vietnam and came to the United States 
when she was4 or 5. She    became 
involved in Friends in order to meet more 
Vietnamese students, she said. Duong said 
she also wants to help alleviate the poor 
conditions in the third world country. 
In May 1993, Ford and four students 
returned for their second trip to Vietnam 
as part of the May session program. On 
the second trip, Friends began making 
plans for MCAS. 
The group will return to Vietnam this 
May. This lime, the two-week lour will 
include a three-day stay in Da Nang to 
help with the MCAS. 
The May session trip to Vietnam is 
three credits and costs about 53,095. 
Ford said, "What my students and 1 arc 
interested in doing is looking towards the 
future and trying to not repeat the mistakes 
of the past." 
There will be no News/Focus 
section meeting today. 






• $5.00 - $15.00 or more an hour 
• Flexible work hours 
• Be part of the excitement of the area's 
fastest growing pizza delivery company 
REQUIREMENTS 
Must be 18 years of age. Valid 
driver's license. Automobile 
insurance. Good driving record. 
' Access to a car. 
OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
• PIE MAKERS • ORDER TAKERS 
Apply at 702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
433-7272 
MOLE HILL BIKES 
Equip. 
//■ // ' Why Settle For Less_ 
Looking for a new bike or just a gift 
for a cyclist friend see your best 
selection at everyday low prices! 
Giant Mountain Bikes 
at low ai $1999$ 
Helmets • Locks •   Bags • Lights • Cyclocomputers 
FINANCING AVAILABLE 879-2011 DAYTON, VA 
CAMPUS 
MIDNIGHT MADNESS 
TONIGHT AT 12:01! 
New Releases From: 
SWOOP DOGGIE DOG 
DEL the FUNKY HOMO SAPIEN 
ACE of BASE 
COWBOY JUNKIES 
GUNS N' ROSES 
METALLICA BOX SET 
SONIC YOUTH: DAYDREAM NATION 
(REISSUE) 
ELTON JOHN 
BEAVIS AND BUTTHEAD EXPERIENCE 
— We will have a separate cash-only line. 
Sorry, no trade ins at the MIDNIGHT SALE — 
THE DAVE MATTHEWS BAND CD 
"REMEMBER TWO THINGS" 
ON SALE     $12.99 
20 W. Water St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 433-5550 
I i!    c 
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Style 
Art exhibit requires viewer's imagination 
by Barbara Awuakye 
 asst. style editor  
A step beyond the ordinary, 
the graduate student exhibit now 
in Zirkle Gallery takes the viewer 
to a higher level of thinking — to 
the imagination. 
The exhibit's works evoke 
memories or and invite the 
viewer to participate in the action 
and imagery. 
Kreg Owens' shows humor in 
"Eddie and Betty Schulman 
Raised Their Boy on Hickory 
Street," a ceramic sculpture of a 
REVIEW 
masculine face on a bosomed 
body. Owens' skill as a sculptor 
comes through in this work as the 
surface appears smoothly 
polished. 
Displayed on the same 
platform stands another of 
Owens' works, "In 1973, Uncle 
Fester Finally Found A 
Girlfriend." Before reading the 
title of this sculpture, the viewer 
might have been able to come up 
with a similar conclusion. The 
piece's bald head almost looks 
like Uncle Fester of the Addam's 
Family, except that his head is 
supported by a bosomed body 
But it is the expression on the 
face that haunts the viewer. 
Owens seems to have captured 
the subject caught in the middle 
of a sentence. The expression 
looks so realistic that one 
wonders what the sculpture is 
saying. 
While Owens' art explores 
humor, graduate student Beatriz 
Krumbein's artwork takes the 
viewer back to childhood. Her 
"Suitcase-Self Portrait," an 
opened white suitcase attached to 
the wall, portrays childhood 
memories. 
Looking into the suitcase, the 
viewer sees groups of painted 
paper dolls in blue uniforms 
joining hands with big smiles on 
their little faces. Above these 
little characters, painted nuns 
look protectively over them. 
Inconspicuously hanging from 
the suitcase, a stuffed doll 
appears to be climbing back into 
the suitcase. Perhaps the doll 
represents the child in all of us. 
Andy Berner's "Cube Toss" 
doesn't evoke any memories, but 
it requires the viewer to use 
imagination. This color 
photograph captures a rolling 
cube in nine different poses. Set 
against a blurred background of 
fall leaves, the artist makes the 
viewer feel the effect of flying 
through the air. The blurry 
background suggests a windy 
effect. 
"Nightmare and Malaria" 
doesn't sound good enough to 
imagine, but artist Kate Mills 
easily lures her viewers into this 
gigantic oil painting on canvas. 
The painting depicts a little girl 
standing in a doorway, staring at 
the beauty of a woman who 
sleeps peacefully in a mosquito 
net. The little girl in the painting 
and the viewer seem 
interchangeable — it is as if both 
viewer and little girl stand still 
admiring the woman in the net. 
Another woman portrayed in 
the exhibition comes in the form 
of a mannequin. Betty Calabria's 
mixed media is comprised of a 
headless female body adorned 
with a pink apron. 
Calabria seems to be 
commenting on the female 
stereotypes. The headless aspect 
of the work shows that women 
are sometimes portrayed as 
brainless and indistinguishable 
Contrasting the pinkness of 
Calabria's work, Karen van der 
Veer's "Untitled" handmade 
paper sparkles with glitter. The 
massive paper that hangs on the 
wall is not only visually pleasing 
but well-constructed since the 
viewer can spot the color 
variations of the tree pulp. 
Other artwork in the 
exhibition such as Ann Pearce's 
"Fish Dick" and James Bahn's 
"He Stopped and Asked Her For 
Directions" highlight obvious 
sexual themes without being 
offensive. 
The graduate student artists 
use a variety of media to put forth 
original ideas and expressions. 
The exhibit proves that art isn't 
only visually pleasing but 
mentally challenging. 
AMY PETRUCCI 
'Nightmare Before Christmas' 
High technology not 
enough to save film 
by Eric Johnson 
senior writer 
There is a point to "The Nightmare Before Christmas." 
It has something to do with alienation, finding your place 
in the world or the battle between good and evil. 
Or maybe the point is that high technology isn't 
enough to make a good movie. 
REVIEW 
"Nightmare" was made through stop-motion 
animation, just like "Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer" 
and the Califonia Raisins commercials. In this technique, 
the animators photograph a doll, move a limb and take 
another picture. This process is repeated until it looks as 
if the doll is moving when the pictures are projected by a 
movie camera. 
Before this film was released, movie-industry types 
were "oohing" and "aahing" about the technical 
advances necessary to put "Nightmare" together. Stop- 
motion animation gives an artist the freedom to make 
FILM page 20 
TIM BURTON 
Jack Skellington, the 'Pumpkin King/ and Sally fall 
in love in the movie 'Nightmare Before Christmas.' 
'Eddie and Betty Schrulman Raised Their Boy on Hickory 
Street' by Kreg Owens is on exhibit at the Zirkle House. 
: a scary combo 
Thunderous sounds 
highlight music score 
by Erin Myers 
 contributing writer 
While Tim Burton's "The Nightmare Before 
Christmas" proves to be a technological wonder in the 
theatres, Danny Elfman's soundtrack adds a twist all its 
own. 
REVIEW 
Adored by many fans, Elfman truly is a musical 
genius. Tim Burton has relied on him in each of his five 
movies, and the team has met with continuous success. 
Elfman's work on "The Simpsons," "Dick Tracy" and 
countless others shows his tremendous versatility as an 
artist. Although knowledgeable of a wide range of 
instruments, his latest soundtrack relies on a select few. 
Trumpets, bells and drums dominate the musical salute 
to Halloween. 
Elfman, the former lead singer of Oingo Boingo, 
provides the singing voice of Jack Skellington, the 
movie's main character. His thunderous yet eloquent 
MUSIC page 20 
. i 
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Community kicks up its heels with a festival of Cajun and Contra dance 
*• - 
Shalom and welcome to Beth El 
Temple. 
Saturday night, JMU students"and 
Harrisonburg residents of all ages 
danced the night away at the Old 
Furnace Road synagogue, 
transforming a house of worship into 
a festive house of dance. 
Several types of dancing were 
featured, including contra dancing, 
the Cajun waltz and the Cajun two- 
step. Contra dancing is a form of line 
dancing done to New England folk 
music. As in square dancing, u caller 
announces when dancers should 
change their step. 
'The Buzzard Rock Bayou Boys" 
of Harrisonburg kept the full house 
swinging to "old time mountain 
music." It can be compared to country 
music without ihc twang — it sounds 
a I iilie more blues oriented. 
Harrisonburg resident John Beach 
played bass and Harrisonburg resident 
Steve Parks accompanied him on the 
hammer dulcimer (one), which is like 
a cross between a guitar and a harp 
that is played by striking its metal 
strings wiih two small hammers. 
Later, the band spiced it up with some 
Cajun tunes while the crowd learned 
the Cajun two-step and waltz. 
The dance was established by "a 
bunch of local people who have an 
interest in dance and art interest in 
music," said Harrisonburg resident 
Dale Diaz, an organizer of the event. 
Diaz and Harrisonburg resident 
Bill Wellington (two) gave a 
demonstration on the proper way to 
contra dance during the beginner's 
workshop at 7:30 p.m. They stepped 
up to the front Of die room and started 
their demonstration. The audience 
gathered around them and sat on the 
floor while they danced. 
Abe Longmire, a 1992 JMU 
graduate, senior Amy Dohncr, junior 
Sarah Musgravc and senior Tracy 
Cobb had fun spinning each other 
around as ihcy practiced during the 
workshop (three). 
"1 have been going to contra 
dances for the last two semesters, and 
it's always an enjoyable time," 
Dohncr said. "There's a bit of a 
community of contra dancers. They're 
friendly and approachable people." 
Musgravc said, "My dad is a folk 
musician, and when I was young I 
went to dances like that. So now I'm 
kind of getting back into it." 
A contra dance can be found at 
Beth El on the third Saturday of every 
month at 8 p.m., from September to 
May. The cost of admission is $4 and 
there is always a beginner's workshop 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Story and Photographs by Nicki Campbell 
».<■» 
Film 
continued from page 19 
fanciful shapes and characters. The effect 
is strangely semi-realistic; shadows and 
colors look real because they are real, 
unlike cartoons. However, the finished 
product is not all that spectacular. 
All of the technological prowess in the 
world could not save this dull, 
underdeveloped plot, "Nightmare" doesn't 
rely on its visuals as much as "Jurassic 
Park," which turned a fairly thoughtful 
adventure novel into a dumb, loud monster 
movie with astounding special effects. 
"Nighlmarc"'s opening scene introduces 
us to the residents of Hallowccnlown and 
the celebrity Jack Skcllinglon, also known 
as the Pumpkin King. Hallowccntown's 
job is to devise frightening things that 
scare people, but Jack has grown tired of 
scaring people. While walking in the 
woods, he accidentally comes across 
Chrisunaslown which he immediately falls 
in love with. 
Jack returns to Hallowccnlown, anxious 
to re-create Christmas in his realm. He 
puts his. hideous subjects to work making 
toys, Christmas trees, and other holiday 
objects. Finally, Jack arranges to kidnap 
Santa Claus so he can take his place. 
Everything doesn't quite go according to 
plan, mostly because the gilts made by 
Hallowccnlown arc more appropriate for a 
haunted house than a holiday.- 
The best and worst thing about 
"Nightmare" is that Tim Button aulhorcd 
it Burton, whose previous efforts include 
"Pec-Wee's Big Adventure," "Edward 
Scissorhands" and the two "Batman" 
movies, has a distinctive, quirky visual 
aesthetic that lends itself well to his 
medium. Given the right tools and die 
right actors, he can turn out one of those 
rare gems: a successful Hollywood movie 
with artistic integrity. 
This is not one of those gems. For 
starters, the plot lurches from one focus to 
another. There is a contrived love interest 
between Jack and Sally, a girl stitched 
together from other bodies a la 
Frankenstein. 
About two-lhirds through the movie, die 
bad guy, Oogic-Boogic, is introduced. 
Only the plot to hijack Christmas remains 
constant Every subplot fades in and out, 
making the movie unnecessarily hard to 
follow. 
Burton's problem is ihat everybody 
started telling him he was a genius before 
he developed his talents. "Baunan," which 
made more money lhan any movie in 
history save "E.T.," was Burton's third 
work. 
He's a multi-millionaire who doesn't 
have to prove himself as an artist, a 
terrible combination lor any filmmaker. 
Like Disney's conventionally animated 
movies, "Nightmare" includes a full 
compliment of songs. One would think 
thai Danny Elfman, who collaborated with 
Burton on his previous five films, could 
have come up wiih better music. I am a 
big fan of Elfman's scores, which are 
energetic and original. 
The songs here aren't bad — a couple 
arc quite catchy — but they don't match 
the appeal of the tunes in "The Little 
Mermaid" or "Aladdin." 
Is "The Nightmare Before Christmas" a 
bad movie? No, but it is disappointing 
that the talented people who made it 
couldn't have thought it through 
completely. 
Music  
continued from page 19 
singing is another tribute to his artistic 
abilities. Elfman is able to vocalize Jack's 
confusion and longing, the emotions that 
guide his actions. The soundtrack 
develops the plot in a narrative form and is 
fulfilling without seeing the film. 
Elfman's selections follow die action as 
the citizens of Hallowccnlown encounter 
and are amazed by Chrisunaslown. Jack, 
the Pumpkin King, and his followers wish 
lo take over the merry holiday, revealing 
their plans in entertaining and humorous 
songs. 
"Making Christmas," "What's This?" 
and 'This is Halloween" arc all catchy and 
similar lo horror movie sound. Elfman 
successfully combines g<xKl-nalurcd fun 
and horror, a clear reflection of the 
movie's purpose. 
As the quick tempo paces the 
thunderous crcsccndos, the lyrics arc lighl- 
hcaricd and humorous. Jack is genuinely 
ama/cd when "there arc people throwing 
snowballs instead of throwing heads" and 
"absolutely no one's dead." 
"Kidnap ihe Sandy Claws" offers 
variety as a children's song much like the 
sound of The Smurfs' ihcmc song. The 
goblins Lock, Stock and Barrel express 
excitement in high-pitched, fast-paced 
fashion. Even Paul Reubens — yes. Pec 
Wee — rises from ihc dead for a chorus or 
two. He docs the voice of 
Hallowccnlown's Lock. 
The jazzy "Oogic Boogie Song," sung 
by die Boogie Man, is a toe-tapping break 
from the fire and brimstone style. This 
smooth tune inspires snapping fingers and 
bobbing heads. 
And what movie is complete without a 
love song? As for "The Nightmare Before 
Christmas," it is better left out. 
The Pumpkin King's girlfriend appeals 
to him in a glass-breaking song that is sure 
to turn any man — alive or dead — far 
away. Fortunately, beautiful and flowing 
elements of the rest of the song make up 
for her ghoulish soprano voice. 
Perhaps the best example of Elfman's 
abilities is the finale. This tune samples 
from many previous songs and presents a 
powerful conclusion. 
Instead of bewilderment in asking 
"What's This?" Jack's friends arc proud to 
announce, "This is Halloween." The music 
and lyrics arc heightened in a brassy, 
pounding crescendo. Such musical style 
points lo a resolution of die conflict and an 
approaching conclusion. 
Many songs can be frightening, and 
Elfman's vocals are often sinister- 
sounding. Shrieks and screams are 
interspersed within songs and may prove 
UH) harsh. 
"The Nightmare Before Christmas" 
and its soundtrack both include a technical 
complexity thai needs to be understood to 
be appreciated. Elfman combines horror 
and comedy in a manner which is 
unprecedented, and he is deserving of 
recognition. 
Danny Elfman's contribution lo "The 
Nightmare Before Christmas" is perfect 
for a variety of students. 
Those who like to pull all-nighters can 
play the soundtrack to keep themselves 
awake. Its thunderous sound gets the heart 
pumping. 
Above all, this soundtrack is for music 
lovers who will find delight in Elfman's 
musical innovation. 
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Dukes stumble against Boston U., 24-21 
McLeod breaks records, but JMU blows 14-point lead to Terriers in season finale 
by Jason Ruggiero 
staffwriter 
The JMU Dukes outplayed Boston 
University for half of the football game at 
Bridgcfonh Stadium on Saturday, but they 
fell victim to the Terriers' run and shoot 
of rense, 24-21. 
The Dukes could not contain BU 
reserve quarterback Greg Moore as he 
threw for 442 yards, the most yards 
passing by a JMU opponent in a single 
game in JMU history. 
"It's a lough offense to defend because 
if you blitz them, they will quick gain you 
to death, and if you sit back and rush only 
four, then they'll just bleed you to death 
underneath," coach Rip Schcrcr said. "Wc 
expected to do a better job against it, and 
that definitely wasn't our best effort." 
A nagging problem for the JMU offense 
was their inability to make the big play on 
third down. 
They were 1-10 on third down 
conversions for the game and were unable 
to muster a substantial drive in the fourth 
quarter. 
The Terriers, ranked No. 6 in the 
Division I-AA, fought their way back 
from a 21-7 deficit in the first half to pull 
out the victory on a 27-yard field goal 
with 9:01 left in the game. 
"Obviously, they have been able to do 
the right things consistently to get them to 
that 10-0 record," senior defensive end 
Dion Foxx said. "If you give them an inch, 
they'll take a foot. We gave them too 
many inches, and it resulted in a lot of big 
plays for them." 
Playing in his final game, senior wide 
receiver David McLeod entered the game 
seven receptions and 148 yards shy of 
Gary Clark's career receiving marks. 
He shattered both records as he caught 
10 passes for 184 yards, including one 
reception coming on a 70-yard bomb from 
sophomore quarterback Mike Cawlcy. 
"The records were something that I 
have had in the back of my mind since I 
first committed to JMU," McLeod said. "I 
saw Gary Clark's picture next to the 
records in Godwin Hall, and I knew that it 
was something I was going to shoot for." 
Cawlcy, who was 12-21 for 199 yards 
in the air, broke the season record for 
passing with 1,988 total yards. He was 
also a threat running the ball in the first 
half. 
On JMU's first possession of the 
contest, Cawlcy ran in a 26-yard keeper to 
give the Dukes a 7-0 lead. 
The Dukes continued their dominance 
of BU as Cawlcy uncorked a 70-yard pass 
to McLeod. Two plays later, Cawlcy 
pushed the ball in from four yards out to 
give JMU a commanding 14-7 advantage 
at the end of the first quarter. 
The 14 points were the most points that 
the Terriers defense has allowed in the 
first quarter all season, and it was only the 
second lime that they had trailed after one 
period of play. 
After JMU gained a 21-7 edge in the 
second quarter on a 12-yard run by junior 
CRA1G NEWMAN 
Senior defensive end Dion Foxx (33) finished out his career as a Duke with 70 tackles and 6.5 sacks for the season. 
fullback Steve Agec, the Terriers began 
their steady climb to victory as their 
defense shut down the Dukes for the 
remainder of the game. 
"Wc really lost focus and intensity and 
let them back in the game," Schcrcr said. 
'They obviously had a lot of confidence, 
and wc just never delivered the knockout 
blow." 
With 5:12 seconds left in the third 
quarter, BU scored on a 13-yard bullet 
from Moore to junior wide receiver 
Car I ton Myers. The subsequent point-after 
knotted the game at 21-21. 
The Dukes could not convert on 
opportunities late in the game to got point* 
on the board. 
On first and 10 with the ball on the 
JMU 32-yard line, Cawlcy's pilch to 
freshman corncrback Dec Towncs was 
errant and Terrier linebacker John Hickcy 
recovered the ball and returned it for a 
touchdown. 
The ball was given back to JMU when 
the officials nullified the play, calling il an 
illegal balling of the ball. The Dukes were 
unable to convert on third down and had 
to punt the ball back to BU. 
"We were blessed with thai play and 
were fortunate that wc got the ball back," 
Schcrcr said. "Wc moved ihc ball, but wc 
didn't gel the ball in the end zone when 
we had to. We didn't capitalize." 
The Dukes had one last opportunity to 
win ihc game in the fourth quarter, but 
Towncs fumbled the ball on the BU 34- 
yard line and Terrier defensive back 
Pablo Rodriguez recovered ihc ball to 
ensure the win. 
The Dukes finished ihc season with a 
winning record at 6-5, but ihcy had their 
slim chance for a playoff bcrih erased wiih 
the loss. 
'Too many things had to go our way for 
us lo have an opportunity to make ihc 
playoffs," Schcrcr said. "We were hanging 
on to a thin thread." 
Although the team wasn't able to gel 
ihc seventh win that ihcy desired, they 
said ihcy were able lo prove lhat ihc JMU 
football program is back on the winning 
track. 
"We were the new kids on the block 
this year in the Yankee Conference," Foxx 
said. "Now, people know who wc are, 
ihcy know our names, and ihcy have to 
give us respect. They can't sleep on 
JMU." 
James Madison 14     7     0     0—21 
Boston U. 7     7     7      3—24 
First Quarter 
JMU—Cawlcy 26 run (Wcis kick), 12:05 
JMU—Cawlcy 4 run (Wcis kick), 5:21 
BU—Moore 4 run (Morcllo kic-c), 1:34 
Second Quarter 
JMU—Agec 12run (Wets kick).9:03 
BU—Slcphenson 33 pass fluff Moore 
(Morcllo kick). 3:09 
Third qraiter 
BU—Myers 1.1 pass from Moore (Morcllo 
kick), 5:12 
Fourth quarter 
BU—Morcllo 27 FG, 9:01 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING—JMU, Towncs 19-26, Agec 10 
76, Cawlcy 13-58, Miles 5-9, Sparksman I- 
4. BU, Burwcll 19-102, Bcnaglio 2-6, Moore 
7-4 
PASSING—JMU, Cawlcy 12-21-0-199, 
Allen 1-0-0-0. BU—Moore, 38-58-2-442 
RECEIVING—JMU. McLeod 10-184. 
Anderson 1-12, Jones 1-3. BU.Mycrs 8-107, 
Slcphenson 11-143, Mamie 7-66, Andrudc 
5-67, Burwcll 4-30, Hobbs 2-22, Francisco 
1-7. 
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JMU downs Dinamos in exhibition 
Culuko hits four of six three-pointers as Dukes earn easy win, 118-74 
by Craig Lands 
stqffwriter 
Up-tempo offense and lackluster 
defense characterized the debut of the 
1994-95 edition of the JMU men's 
basketball team in a 118-74 drubbing of 
the Moscow Dinamo team. 
"We've got to be more intense on 
defense," head coach Lefty Dricscll said 
after Friday night's game. "We let people 
penetrate by us. In the first half, we were 
jusl gambling — people going off and 
leaving their men." 
Perimeter defense was especially 
suspect as the Moscow learn drained seven 
thrcc-poinicrs in the first hall" and nine 
overall. 
"I think wc need to polish up on our 
defense," senior forward Michael Venson 
said. "In the previous years, we had people 
that were coming back that were kind of 
jelled. We've got a lot of new players and 
everybody's still gelling used to each 
other." 
Venson, who poured in 18 points in 21 
minutes of play, also grabbed seven 
rebounds in his first-ever start for the 
Dukes. 
Also leading the way on offense was 
junior guard Kent Culuko who found his 
range early, shooting four-for-fivc from 
the three-point stripe in the first half. 
Culuko finished the game with 18 points 
off six-for-10 shooting. 
JMU never trailed in the game, leading 
by as many as 46 points in the second half 
following a lay-up from freshman guard 
Ryan Culicerto. 
Friday's game also proved a fitting 
stage for two transfers to debut their 
talents. 
Junior forward Louis Rowe tallied 16 
points and 8 rebounds from seven-for- 
eight shooting. Rowe put down four dunks 
on the night, one off a steal and another on 
an alley-oop play from Culuko early in the 
second half. 
Rowe, who sal out last season after 
transferring from the University of 
Florida, looks to be a major part of the 
JMU offense this season. 
"Louis can score," Dresiell said, "Louis 
is going to be a very fine player for us." 
Also playing in his first game for JMU 
was junior guard Dennis Leonard. 
Leonard played solid at the point guard 
slot for the Dukes, scoring 13 points and 
dishing out seven assists. 
Leonard and sophomore guard Darren 
McLinion split lime at poinl guard, and he 
even played together at one poinl in the 
game. 
"He plays the Iwo, and I play the one 
when we're in together. It'll be a lot 
belter lo push ihc ball, and we're going to 
be trapping all ihc lime," Leonard said. 
Leonard said ihc team's effort didn'i 
reflect how ihcy can play. 
"Everything is basically down pal, we 
just didn'i play ihc way wc practice. All 
wc have to do is play ihc way we 
practice," Leonard saitl 
Sophomore center Karecm Robinson, 
who was less lhan dominant in a 13-poini, 
seven-rebound effort, said ihc team's work 
at practice may have been ihc problem. 
"1 think we jusl need to play hard — 
maybe practice a little bil harder," lie said. 
"I ihink we've been taking it a little bil 
Sophomore guard Darren McUnton trie* to make the shot against the Dinamos 
easy on each other." 
Senior forward Clayton Rittcr, one of 
only two returning starters for the Dukes, 
pulled down 13 rebounds and scored 12 
points in 24 minutes of play. 
"Giving up 70 points is loo many points 
to give," he said. "It doesn't mailer how 
many points you're ahead. Wc figured 
we'd win this game, and wc just wanted to 
concentrate on getting some of these 
things right," Rillcr said. 
JMU has another exhibition before 
opening the regular season ai 24ih-rankcd 
Virginia CommonwealUi on Nov. 27. The 
Dukes' next game is at home against the 
Kentucky Crusaders at 7:30 p.m. Monday. 
JMli(IIB) 
Percentages: PG—57.7. FT—73.7, 3-point goals— 
8-15.53.3. (Mcl.imon 2-4, Culuko 4-6. l-conard 2-4, 
Rillcr 0-1). 
mMMH(74) 
fg n reb 
min    m-a m-» o-t a    pr lp 
l-gnnw 14       2-7 2-2 4-6 15 7 
Guliaev ID      (1-2 0-0 l-l I      I 0 
Gnidm 34      5-15 2-2 1-4 0     4 12 
Tsigankov      15       1-8 1-2 1-2 0     2      K 
Gcrasimov     37       7-16 5-6 3-5 0     3 23 
Pncvcv 21       2 5 1-2 0-3 I     4      5 
Ikkw 5 0-1 0-2 0-0 0    0 II 
lliushcnko     31        4 12 2 4 0-2 4     4 II 
Diachkov       »       2 6 2-2 1-4 2     2      8 
Chcrsk.h 4       00 0-0 0-0 0     2     0 
r* rt rvh 
min m-a m-a •►-t | ft «P 
Rowe 26 78 2-3 I X 2 5 16 
Kohinson 27 5-10 3-7 I 7 1 3 13 
Mil inli »i 23 2-5 7-8 (l-l 1 0 13 
Venson II 7-12 1-4 4-7 2 4 IK 
Culuko 23 6-10 2-1 0-2 i 3 IX 
ton 15 M II I 3 0 1 7 
1 ,1111.Oil 25 1-8 34 I 3 7 0 13 
Culm rto II 1-3 4-4 0-2 .■> II II 
Killer 24 5-9 2-4 5-I3 0 3 12 
Cuk 5 1-2 0-0 O-l 0 1 2 
Total* 200   25-72 15-22 I3-J0 9     27  74 
Perccntagcv. Ri—34.7, l-T—68.2, 3 -point goals— 
9-26, 34.6 (Kgon.v I 4, Guliaev 0-1. Gnidin 0-2, 
Tsigankov 1-3, Gcrasimov 4-8, lliushcnko 1-4, 
Diachkov 2 4) 
J.ML 
Dinamo 
58       N> 





In dual meet 
by Steve Nahra 
staffwriter   
Totals 200  41-71    28-38 16-52 19 20   118 A: 3,000 Officials: Pills, Van lie. Scoglwua. 
The JMU men's and women's 
swimming and diving teams each 
scored victories against American 
Sunday in Savage Nalatorium. 
The men dominated 143-92, and 
the women ravaged American 163- 
133. 
"Wc have three solid seniors who 
lead ihc team in ihc water, as well as 
out," says head coach Brooks Teal. 
Seniors David Caldwcll, Matt 
Siansbury, and Corbill Wrighi arc all 
CAA veterans. Juniors Derek Boles, 
Gian Poz/olini, and Mark Gabriclc 
add depth lo the Dukes. 
"We expect gnat things from our 
freshmen," Teal saitl. Standing out 
among the newcomers are Ryan 
Frosi, Aaron Wcllman, and Brian 
Manning. 
Teal said, "Wc need lo achieve 
our own goals before worrying about 
the CAA conference meet. Wc need 
to focus more on overcoming our 
weaknesses. 
"I'm really lucky lo be coaching a 
team that is coming off a good 
season. Our sprint events arc 
outstanding, but I'd like to put some 
spice in them, bring them up a 
notch." 
Sophomore Kristen David led the 
women's team to victory. Juniors 
Annette Buliema, Becky Andrews, 
and senior Erin McDonnell had 
supporting roles. 
David led the pace in the 50-yard 
freestyle, the 100-yard freestyle, and 
the 400-yard freestyle relay. 
Buliema took the lead in the 100 
yard breaststroke, while Andrews 
commanded the 200-yard freestyle, 
500-yard freestyle, and 400-yard 
freestyle relay. 
McDonnell carried the 200 
butterfly stroke and 500 freestyle. 
After beating La Salic and losing 
lo Villanova earlier in the month, the 
Dukes won a "key victory" against 
American. 
"It'll set the lone for the season. 
This win will give us the confidence 
lhal wc need lo go lo ihc conference 
mcci as a strong contender for title." 
JMU winners—Men 
400   medley   relay—Po/./.olini, 
Bianchi, Hokkn, Caldwcll 3:33.72 
I (XX) freestyle—Rowland 9:46.78 
2(X) freestyle—Frost 1:45.57 
3 meter diving—Maher 315.6 
2(X) backstroke- Gabriclc 1:54.72 
I meter diving—Brian Maher 2X9.20 
2(X) brcasLstroke—Wcllman 2:12.63 
Women 
200 freestyle   Andrews 1:56.15 
2(X) butterfly—McDonnell 2:(W.8I 
50 freestyle—David 24.82 
I mcicr diving—Kuchl 218.025 
I(X) freestyle—David 53.93 
200 individual medley—Brinscr 
2:13.52 
400 freestyle—David, Simmons, 
Bryanl. McDonnell 3:38.08 
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Women's team struggles again 
Dukes have tough time in last 10 minutes of game, drop exhibition match 76-59 
by Kevin Finch 
staffwriter 
A late second-half run propelled the Moscow Dinamo 
past the JMU women's basketball team 76-59 in an 
exhibition game Friday night. 
Senior guard Gail Shclly's baseline jumper pulled the 
Dukes within four at 46-42 with 10:30 remaining. But 
Moscow outscored JMU 19-9 over the next seven 
minutes for an easy victory. 
"The last 10 minutes, [the intensity) was terrible," 
coach Shclia Moorman said. "I know the team cared 
about what was going on out there. My only conclusion 
can be that our conditioning is not as good us it needs to 
be, and I'm just the one that can take care of that." 
For the first six minutes of play, the two teams 
exchanged baskets. Junior forward Kara Ratliff scored 
six of the team's first 10 points, and with 13:32 left in 
the first half, Dinamo led by three. 
Led by the inside play of 6-fool-2 forward Olga 
Churlova and the outside shooting of guard Olga 
Gcrasimova, Moscow jumped out to 25-14 lead with 
6:05 left in the half. 
The Dukes then responded with a run of their own. 
With 1:28 remaining, sophomore forward Jackie Pratt 
stole a pass and went down the court for a layup. The 
basket capped a 10-0 run, and the Dukes trailed only 28- 
26 at the half. 
"I thought in the first half we played very up-tempo, 
especially the last couple of minutes," Ratliff said. "We 
played really aggressive on defense, and I think that 
picked everyone up." 
The Dukes took their second and final lead of the 
game at the start of the second half when Ratliff 
completed a three-point play. Ratliff scored JMU's first 
10 points of the half and kept the Dukes within striking 
range. 
After Moscow jumped out to a 46-37 lead with 12:34 
left, JMU scored five unanswered points during a two 
minute period to close the gap to four. 
But a defensive letdown by the Dukes proved costly, 
and they could not gel any closer. 
"I think we just ran out of gas at the end," Shelly said. 
"When they made a run at us, we just sat there and let 
them do iL We didn't come back on them at all." 
Ratliff said, "I think we slowed down a little in the 
second half, and toward the end, we played very passive 
and laid-back." 
Ratliff led the team with 25 points, shooting 11-19 
from the field. She also added six points and two assists. 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Freshman forward Sarah Schreib (20) tries to get the ball away from a Moscow Dinamo player on Friday. 
Sophomore forward Heather Hopkins scored 10 
points, including eight in the final seven minutes of play 
that helped keep the Dukes in striking range. 
Shelly finished the night with 11 points, while junior 
guard Christina Lee added eight points and seven assists 
for the Dukes. 
The win over JMU continued Moscow Dinamo's 
dominance of Colonial Athletic Association teams. 
Dinamo defeated Old Dominion 74-70 Wednesday and 
American 85-49 Tuesday. 
"The game showed us what we can do and what wc 
need to work on," Shelley said. 'The first half was a real 
confidence booster lor us, to IK able to play with them. 
That let us know wc can play with anybody if wc play 
intense." 
Moorman said there are a few specific things that can 
be learned from the game. 
"The biggest thing is the realization of how far we 
have to go and how much work we have to do and 
having an eagerness to get it done," she said. 
Moorman added that one of the team's focuses needs 
to involve playmaking on offense. 
"Creativity on offense — people having the ability not 
only to create their own shots but to set other people up 
is probably my biggest concern," she said. 
"[Ratliffl is very offensive-minded. She goes after that 
end of the floor with a vengeance. She intends to score, 
and I'm not so sure wc have others that feel that strongly 
about it right now." 
The Dukes' regular season begins Nov. 26 at Virginia 
Commonwealth. The team's first home game is Nov. 29 
against Coppin Slate. 
& SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Men's soccer receives honors 
JMU soccer coach Tom Martin was 
named Coach of the Year by the Virginia 
Sports Information Directors Association, 
while four JMU players were named All- 
State First Team. 
Junior goalkeeper Brian Bailey, senior 
defender Bob Johnston, sophomore 
midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen and junior 
forward Brent Bcnnet all received 
recognition for their contributions to the 
Dukes, who finished the season 19-2-1. 
JMU had more players on the All-Suite 
First Team than any other Virginia school. 
Martin was also named Colonial 
Athletic Association Coach of the Year, as 
JMU finished a perfect 10-0 in the CAA. 
Virginia midfielder Claudio Rcyna was 
named Player of the Year. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Dukes sign two guards 
Women's basketball coach Shelia 
Moorman has announced the signing of 
two players for the 1994-95 school year. 
Jennifer Minnich, a point guard, and 
Nyesha Basey, a guard, are both 5-foot-6 
currently high school seniors. 
Minnich averaged II points, 5.5 
rebounds, 5.0 assists and 4.0 steals per 
game for the Mcchanicsburg (Pcnn.) 
Wildcats as a junior. She played on the 
gold medal team at last summer's 
Keystone State Games. 
Basey is averaging 20.1 points, 7.0 
rebounds, 4.5 assists and 4.5 steals a game 
for Martinsburg (W.Va.) High School this 
fall. She was named to the 1992 all-state 
team, and is a four lime All-Apple League 
and all-area selection. 
YANKEE CONFERENCE 
William & Mary 31, Richmond 17 
Delaware 28, Northeastern 23 
Hofsira27, Maine 15 
Massachusetts 15, New Hampshire 13 
Liberty 27, Villanova 13 
WRESTLING 
Navy Classic 
Saturday, Nov. 20 
Annapolis, Md. 
1. West Virginia  128 
2. Navy 120 
3. George Mason 83.5 
4. N.C. State       80.75 
5. Rutgers 76 
6. JMU 72.25 
7. Virginia Tech 55.25 
8. Morgan State   38.5 
VOLLEYBALL 
Prince named to All-CAA team 
Sophomore outside hitter Dcbbi Prince 
was named to the All-CAA second team. 
Prince was the only Duke named to die 
squad. 
JMU lost in the first round of the CAA 
Tournament Friday to American 15-7, 15- 
10 and 15-11. 
The Dukes finished the regular season 
at 3-30. 
UPCOMING 
• Men's basketball vs. Kentucky 
Crusaders, Monday, Convocation Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
• Men's basketball vs. Virginia 
Commonwealth, Satiiday, Richmond 
Coliseum, 7:.W) p.m. 
•»-. 
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• 
He's No. 1! 
Senior wide receiver David 
McLeod ended his magical 
career at JMU by breaking 
former Dukes standout Gary 
Clark's career records for yards 
receiving and number of 
receptions. 
McLeod had 10 receptions 
for 184 yards against Boston 
University Saturday, finishing 
the season with 1,207 yards 
and 64 receptions. 
His career totals came to 
2,899 yards receiving on 158 
catches. 
Clark accumulated 2,863 
yards on 155 receptions while 
playing for the Dukes from 
1980-1983. 
McLeod earned a Yankee 
Conference Honorable Mention 
for his performance against 
Villanova this season. He also 
set records for career 
touchdown receptions, 
receiving yards in a game, 
longest reception and longest 
non-scoring reception. 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
ONE LARGE 14" PIZZA 
With Your Choice 
Of Any Single 
Topping 
$6.95 
Not Valid With Any 
Other Offer. PIZZA 
mmm 
MMk 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
CARRY OUT ONLY! £   /   Qfi 
extra toppings only 930 + tax LM, 
433~PAJPA 702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
433-7272 (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
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NOW THAT THE THINKING 
CAP HAS ENLARGED SOVJR 














ITS AMAZING.' WL NATURAL 
LAMS CAN BE REDUCED 
TO ONE. SIMPLE, UNKING 
EQUATION/ 
REALL1 ? | ALREAD1 Ml POWER- 
WHAT IS I POL BRAIN IS 90KD| 
IT ?    7 WITH SUCH SIMPLE 
PROBLEMS MO \S 
NOW WORKING OH 
WWt GtRLS ARE. 
SO O8HOX\00S 
9^A 
I KHoW.' WE'LL WRAP 
HEAD IN THIS BEDSHEET.' 
THAT WIIL ALLAI 
SUSPICION.'   ^~S*** 
XT 
<RW MY "11197 





"Roy, you get on the hotel root there — 
and lor godsakes, if you are plugged, don't just 
slump over and die. Put some drama into it and 
throw yourself screaming from the edge." 
4 OUTER BOUHDS/CJ.Grebb 
CHRIS, I   KNOW YouRE 
PROBABLY EMBARRASSED 




X've  BESN  WAITIN6 
FO*. Yov To £AY 
SOMETMIWfi  YoOfcSELF 
took, I'LL cone- 
0ACK WH6W »u GET 
Youp.  LIBIDO OOT 
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ipizzS] 
mum 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
$i98. CARRY OUT ONLY! extra toppings only 930 + tax 
433"PAPA 702 E. Maiket St. Harrisonburg 
433-7272 (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
ONE LARGE 14" PIZZA 
With Your Choice 
Of Any Single 
Topping 
$6.95 
Not Valid With Any 
Other Offer. 
J*T 





Natal (Birth), Transit 
(Yearly), Compatibility, 
and Lucky Lotto Reports 
based on your specific 
birth data! 
Discover your strengths and 
weaknesses. Understand how 
planetary influences may 
effect the events of your life 
today and in the coming 
months. Learn the strengths 
and challenges of your 
relationships with your friends 
and lovers. You can also take 
the guess work out of picking 
your lotto numbers. Let the 
science of numerology 
coupled with your birth data 
pick your numbers. 
ALL reports come with a Hi Res 
Chart Wheel, a $12.95 value FREE! 
CALL 1800 278-7660 
ALSO 680-1684 
RESERVE     OFFICERS'    TRAINING     CORPS 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC 
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented 
students. If you qualify, these merit- 
based scholarships can help you pay 
tuition and educational fees. They 
even pay a flat rate for textbooks and sup- 
plies. You can also receive an allowance of 
up to $1000 each school year the 
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if 
you qualify. 
ARMYROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE 
CONTACT: CAPTAIN DOUG KEARNES (703) 568-6094 




For MM. Five pereon occupancy. June 
1994 May 1905. $1,100/mo. Call 896 
8348,  
Wimr - Souke Mt#* apt. Oulet 
roommates, W/D. A/C. Everything In 
great shape. Si50/mo Cad 434-6476. 
ask for Drew. ^^ 
Female, nonsmoking itoaniiii 
naadad to share nice 2 BR apt. wilh 
W/O.January 1.43M701 
Roemmel* needed for clean, friendly 
lownhousa - Rant negotiable. Call 
Cheryl al 433-7351. Only ona apol 
available, cat soonl 
Spring aarooefr - Suble.se tot Aahby 
Crossing 1270 J Cal Sylvia. 564-1440 
RoommMi needed - Spring eemeeler 
sublease. Ashby Crossing. Can Jen. 43? 
5557. 
Housemate needed - January 1. 1994. 
The Greans apis . 2 BR. 2 bath. 432- 
13*7. 
Hunter's Ridge townhouee - J2i5/mo 
. utilities. Non-smoking. M/F, 
spring/spring-summer 4329616 
Ona BR apt. on Dutch Mill Court - 
Available rrad lo late December lor quiet 
single or couple Nice. 434-2100 
Roommates needed - For beaulilul 
house on Old South High. Individual 
leases. OVW. W/0. available now Call 
Sahsa. 434-4883. 
Subktaoe spring semester - I BR ol a 
3 BR condo. OVW, W/0. dan. kitchen. 
dock. Cal 433-5854. ask lor J* or leave 
message 
Spring sublet - S115, lour blocks horn 
campus. F randty house. 434- 7942 
Room lor rant choapl (IIS/mo. - 
Avalabia January. Darren. 433-6039. 
Take my lease - Nice house on 
Mountain Viaw Drive. Furnished. W/O. 
»175/mo 564 1279. ask lor Bob. 
FOR SALE 
Sw,i atx daysl Includes tfrnsats 1 all 
taxesl This la a huga partyl Qraat 
beaches A  nighllllel Hurry! Prices 
12/101 |BD0)67»«3B6 
Spring Break I Plan early - Save $30- 
»50 * get best roomal Price* Increase 
12/151 Bahamas cruise, six days, 
includes 12 meals. $2791 Panama City, 
oceanvlew room wilh kitchen, (1291 
Cartcun horn Richmond. $419; Jamaica. 
$439; South Padre condo. $199; Kay 
Waal, $339; Daytona, room wilh 
klcnens, $1491 (900)678 6386. 
Spring Break I Panama City I 8 days. 
oceanvlew room wilh a kitchenl $1991 
Great locationl Walk lo barsl Includes 
discount card! Hurryl Prices increase 
12/151 (800)6 7S-S306 
Mecintoeh SE witi 20MB internal hard 
drive (Includes keyboard $ mouse) 
$600 Also available. Imagewriler II 
printer. Contact G- For. i3698 or x6284 
Certified ski insturctors A ski patrol - 







Now hiring temporary positions 
for ihe upcoming holiday season 
Counter sales & lood preparation 
positions available. $5 ?5/hr 
Apply in person or call at: 
13896 Melrolech Drive 






Is now hiring an 
assistant opinion 
editor. 
To apply, sand a resume, 
cover latter and dips lo 
Heather ONeil, editor, by 5 
p.m. Now. 29. 
Spring Break 94 - Sal trips, earn cash 
5 go Treel Student Travel Services is 
now hiring campus reps Call (800)648 
4849. 
AA cruise A Iravel jobs - Earn 
$2,500. mo   ♦ Iravel the world Ireel 
SCaribbean, Europe Hawaii. Asia!) 
)ruise lines now hiring lor busy holiday. 
spring A summer seasons. Listing 
Service. Call (919)929 4398. xl07. 
Concaaalon workers - Must have 
llexblo schedule lo include weekends 8 
evenings, able lo 1*1 50 bs  Do slocking 
6 inventories, able 10 work wxh money 8 
Cjoplo in a last paced environment, 
atd drivers license & prior lood service 
experience helplul Call x3960. ask lor 
Concession Depl. or come by lor an 
appkeation. 
j $25* hr. - Flexible schedule. Sell 
reviews/ads, new, lull-length book on 
area. Easy to sel. good value, wonderful 
community involvement, good 
experience, lots ol positive leedoack. 
Stall immediately Call on businesses. 
Free uales training Dace Publishing. 
(804)985-3603. 
Attention - Excellent Income lor home 
assembly work. Into. (504)646 1700. 
dapt. VA-4806. 
Groupe A Ctube - Raise up to $500 
$1500 In less than one week. Plus win a 
trip to MTV Spring Break-94 A gat a free 
T-shirt |osi lor caking. 800-950-1039 x65 
Free tripe A money I Individual* A 
student organizations wanted lo promote 
the holiest Spring Break destinations, 
call the nation's leader. Inter-Campus 
Programs. (800)3274013. 
Delivery driver* - Mr. Gain's wants 
last, ambitious people lo deliver the bast 
Km In town. Cash A other earnings 
liter lhan other companies, olton 
$tO/hr. or more Reliable car, night* A 
weekends required : your choice ol 
shifts. No Dili's. Please apply In parson. 
Clovsrleaf Plaza 
Greeks A Ctube - Raise up lo $1,000 in 
mst one weekl For your Iraternuy, 
sorority $ dub. Plus $1,000 tor yoursel'l 
And a free T-shirt just lor calling. 
(800)932-0528 K7». 
Uteest Lamb Child Car* Centers - All 
Ihree locations, looking lor several 
flexible substitute teachers 879 2100 
SERVICES 
Skydlvel Com* experience an 
incredible adventure, skydiving, the 
ultimate high1 Call lor inlormalion. 
Skydrve Orange. (703)942-3871. Come 
xjrnp with usl 
Typist - Accursle, reasonable; 
computer/typewriter, rush lobs 434 
49477 Pager. 568 0774         
NOTICE 
For more Inlormalion and 
assistance regarding Ihe 
Investigation ol financing 
business opportunities & work 
al horn* opportunities, contact 
the Better Business Bureau 
Inc., at (800) 533-5501. 
PERSONALS 
Transfer student* - Do you want to be 
a transter guide lor spring 19947 Call 
Susan at 432 1423 or X6259 
Leek lor Berr-ee student discount 
coming lor Ihe hosday season 
Baskeskak Free Throw* - Entries clou 
11/30. Sign-up In Intramurals Ollice. 
Warren 300. 
Adoption - Chrlettan couple eeeking 
to adopt baby. Loving home, attention. 
Imancial security. Call John A Susan. 
Collect. (703)444-6824. 
Spring Break! Seven nights from $299 
include* A/C. hotel, transfers, parlies A 
moral Nassau. Paradise Island. Cartcun. 
Jamaica, San Juan. Cal Jill. 433-5951 or 
Elizabeth. 432-5558 or (B00)GET-SUN1. 
Attention all bus riders!! 
Voice your suggestion* to 
improve Ihe bus system! 
Bus Forum, November 29th, 
6pm, COCL Meeting Room 
(let floor Taylor Hall) 
Be there - 
or you'll miss the bus11 
Breakers! Sell Inps, earn cash, party 
Ireel Panama City Irom $99. 
Jamaica/Cancun $439. Padre $239. 
Daytona $79 Book early 8 savel Call 
EST (800)234-7007 
Basketball Hot Shot* - Entries close 
11.30. Sign-up in intramurals Ollice. 
Warren 300. 
Intramural  2   v*  2  Basketball   - 
(Women's. Men's, CoRec) Entries close 
12/1. Team Captain's meeting 12.1 at 
5 30pm in Piedmont Room ol Warren 
Hall 
New merchandise daily through 
holidays at Barr ee Station, beside 
Kroger. 
Let us help you during this important 
time. We have a warm, loving, stable 
home lor your child. Adoption is an 
option to discuss with Judi A Jay. Call 
collect. (804)358 0969 
Alternative Spring Break 
Habitat For Humanity 
in Homestead, Florida. 
Sign-up in COCL Office 
Taylor 205 
Beginning November 29 
Gobble! Gobble! Thanksgiving I* here 
so have lunl Panhensnic 
Congratulation* to th* new Sigma 
Kappa Exec! 
Free t*>fbook*l $1 raffle ticket wins you 
$200 In books. Buy your ticket on 
December 2nd or 3rd. PO Box Lounge 
Sponsored by Mortar Board. 
SAE - HJning the green* wilh ya'll was 
unforgetiablel Love, ZK. 
Huge order - Hot new jewelry in next 
week. Ban ee Station. 
A4> - Bellied Congrats to an your new 
Satersl Love. DEE. 
Congratulation* to our new Little Sister 
InHiatesI KAI- 
Mortar Board Book Drive - Donate kids 
books for Your Place Alter School. Drop 
book oil at PO Box Lounge, Docember 
2nd A 3rd. 
Flannel shirt*, chinos, roll-necks. 
toques, muk luks. sweaters, diesses 
Barr ee Station. 
"Olive Juice" - Happy quarter ol a 
century Kisses Irom your darling Lai a 
Ann Hart - Congrats on your LSAT 
success* You eam*d il1 We love you' 
Teb - You're as beaulilul ss the day by 
the lake I hope there are many more 
Thank you. always Rob 
z.<pn - Thanks lor checking in with usl 
Love. Ill 
Jen Lyon - Go rugby woman! We love 
Jasper - Thank* lor Rochester! 
Someday usl Futurel Love always' AliP 
BVs  - We're  looking lorward to 
tonight! Love. tu. Sisters 
/I A ll.ll1- Thanks lor hang in with us 
A the kids Irom Keister A rot of hearts 
were warmed, espeoaly oursl 
KL - Thank* lor reiving Ihe »o* wih 
usl Love. AEA. 
So,puteiJide^erateneedofaa)mputer 
butyoute totally broke until after the newyear. 
Happy Holidays. 
Introduce the or* Apdc Cornouiet Una 
Nw ecJasd axttaaa can jB sny seta M 
<xtvmOockwlhn>firm1ttoV>& 
Now; you can take home some of our most popular Macintosh" and 
ftiweiflooiV mofjVis witjh r» nxiney 
(ibu could qualify with a phone call, but must apply by January 28, 
1994) ItS all part of the new Apple Computer Loan. And, for a limited 
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information. 
JMU Bookstore 
Warren Hall • 568-3989 
time, seven inoeaibty useful software programs will be included all for 
one tow price. So, celebrate this season with a brand-new Macintosh or 
PewerBook computer. It does more. It costs less. Its that simple. 
»T 
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JMU Campus / S. Main St 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
$6." LARGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
SUB MEAL 
Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub, 
Chips & a Coke For Just *5."! 
fc( MEDIUM DOUBLES frX LARGE DOUBLES frlf PIZZA PANKTM 
TWO MEDIUM 
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
$a 99 9 
CRISPY-THIN, 
TWO LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
12*W 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING 
PIZZA &«$&,<« 
—taoii Qrt*5!StSiS'ahfc- 
